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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, it is a 

• pleasure to be here today to discuss the views of the Department 

of Justice concerning proposed amendments to the Racketeer 

Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO), 18 U.S.C. 

1961-1968, particularly the amendments contained in two bills 

pending before the Subcommittee -- R.R. 2517 and H.R. 2943. 

R. R. 2517 ",'ould make a nUIuber of changes in RICO's 

definitional and offense provisions. Several of these would 

seriously interfere with the government's use of the statute in 

criminal cases, and would substantially reduce the statute's 

utility to plaintiffs in civil actions as well. By contrast, the 

amendments proposed in H.R. 2943 would apply only to civil RICO 

suits for damages. However, these amendments would also 

virtually eliminate civil enforcement of the statute by private 

plaintiffs, and would seriously diminish the deterrent and 

remedial potential of suits for damages to the United States 

caused by RICO violations. For these and other reasons, the 

Department has serious reservations concerning the wisdom of 

adopting the changes proposed in these two bills. 

Before discussing the specific proposals embodied in 

.. H.R. 2517 and H.R. 2943, however, I think it might be helpful to 

place in context the various issues raised by proposals to alter 

RICO's criminal and civil provisions. To that end, I would like 
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to begin by describing the Department's experience in the use of 

criminal RICO, including the use of the procedures by which the 

Department's Criminal Division controls and authorizes the filing 

of RICO cases initiated by the government. That experience 

demonstrates RICO's extraordinary value as a law enforcement tool 

for reducing the influence that organized criminal groups exer

cise at all levels of society, and cautions against unnecessary 

changes in the statute's criminal provisions. Next, I will 

address the use of RICO's civil provisions -- both by the govern

ment and by private parties -- and will offer some general 

observations regarding proposed changes in those provisions. I 

will then turn to the specific changes that woul~ be made by H.R. 

2517 and H.R. 2943, to explain the bases for our reservations 

concerning these proposals. In this connection, I wish to 

emphasize that -- despite these reservations -- we stand willing 

and ready to assist in your efforts to improve the statute so 

that it can be used more effectively and more fairly against 

ongoing, systematic, organized forms of criminality. Finally, I 

will suggest th~ee amendments to RICO that we believe will 

materially enhance its value as a law enforcement tool in the 

hands of the government. 

• .. 
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I. CRIMINAL RICO 

A. Introduction 

Although RICO was enacted some fifteen years ago, the 

statute was used sparingly by federal prosecutors prior to 1980. 

By that date, only about 250 RICO prosecutions had been initiated 

and RICO was still subject to widely contrasting interpretations 

and confusion in the courts, most notably with respect to the 

definition and appJication of terms such as "enterprise," "pattern 

of racketeering," and "forfeiture." 

In more recent years, however, as prosecutors and 

courts have become more familiar with the enterprise concept and 

more aware of RICO's considerable strengths, use of RICO has 

increased dramatically. By the end of 1984, federal prosecutors 

had brought more than 500 criminal RICO cases. Moreover, since 

1980, the Criminal Division has asserted greater control of RICO 

prosecutions by requiring federal prosecutors to secure Criminal 

Division approval of RICO cas~s prior to indictment. 

The results of the government's use of criminal RICO 

have been impressive. Since it would take several hours to 

describe the significant RICO cases that have been brought in the 

past four years, I will instead indicate statistically how our 

use of RICO has increased and briefly summarize a few particul~r

ly significant cases. The point, of course, is to underscore the 
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need to preserve criminal RICO as the leading statutory weapon 

against all forms of organized criminal conduct. 

B. Number and Types of Cases 

In 1981 r the Criminal Division received some 71 requests 

for approval to initiate RICO prosecutions. In 1982, the number 

dipped slightly to 68. In 1983, the figure rose to 109, and in 

1984 it rose again -- to 123. 

These annual numbers by no means reflect the true 

magnitude of criminal RICO's importance, even in a statistical 

sense, since individual RICO cases typically include a number of 

defendants. To convey the impact of RICO prosecutions mo~e 

accurately in this respect, I shoulct note that, durin9 the past 

two years, close to 400 defendants have been charged with RICO 

violations by the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces 

alone. 

With our continued emphasis on organized crime, public 

corruption, labor racketeering, infiltration of legitimate 

business, and on our most serious current problem -- narcotics 

trafficking -- bigger, more complicated investigations have been 

undertaken, utilizing sophisticated court-approved electronic 

surveillance, extensive undercover operations, and other similar 

investigative techniques. Such investigations invariably develop 

evidence of large scale criminal operations, encompassing 
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multiple and varied offenses, sometimes spanning five or more 

years, and involving a wide range of actors. These are the kinds 

of cases for which RICO was specifically designed. 

Our analysis of requests to initiate RICO prosecutions 

in 1984 indicates that narcotics and bribery offenses, the latter 

usually involving official corruption, were the most frequent 

predicate crimes charged. Mail and wire fraud, while far and 

away the most frequently alleged predicate activities in private 

civil RICO cases, were used as predicates in only 26% and 8%, 

respectively, of the criminal RICO cases, and almost always in 

conjunction with other substantive predicates. (Only 9 of 117 

cases were based on mail or wire fraud alone., The 1985 RICO 

approvals to date continue to reflect narcc~irs offenses and 

bribery as the most frequently recurring RICO predicates; there 

has been only one case based soley on mail fraud or wire fraud. 

We also found that while 44% of RICO prosecutions approved in 

the past year alleged only federal cri~es as predicate acts, 34% 

contained combined allegations of state and federal predicates, 

and 22% alleged only state predicates, such as murder, bribery of 

state officials, and arson. These figures reflect one of RICO's 

greatest virtues: it permits federal and state prosecutors, 

working together, to combine evidence of serious federal and 

state crimes into comprehensive prosecutions in order to strike 

at the heart of criminal cartels. 
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C. Most Significant Cases 

Statistics, of course, rarely provide the full picture. 

I~ is not the increase in the number of RICO cases that reflects 

increased effectiveness -- although the numbers do suggest an in

creased awareness by prosecutors of RICO's potential -- it is the 

outstanding quality of recent cases that demonstrates our effec

tive application of RICO, both criminally and, most recently, 

civilly. Let me give you a few examples. 

In 1984, the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit 

upheld RICO-murder convictions of Cleveland's mob boss and 

several key lieutenants. All received lengthy prison sentences. 

Another federal jury in Cleveland thereafter convicted the 

remainder of Cleveland's mob leadership for RICO-murder and 

narcotics offenses, effectively removing the entire mob leader

ship from the streets of Cleveland. 

RICO was used, of course, to convict New Orleans mob 

boss Carlos Marcello for bribery offenses. It was RICO that sent 

Los Angeles mob boss Dominic Phillip Brooklier and fellow 

racketeers to jail for extortion and murder. 
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The hierarchy of the Bonanno crime family of New York 

City was convicted of RICO-murder charges in 1982; also convicted 

of RICO-murder charges were leaders of the mob in Rochester, New 

York, on October 30, 1984. More recently, in St. Louis a group 

of union racketeers who €ngaged in a series of car bombings was 

convicted on RICO-murder charges, and the key defendants were 

sentenced to 55 years iti prison. In fact, both the Cleveland and 

St. Louis cases, to name but two, involved murderous explosions 

on public higpways. 

In New York City, RICO indictments are pending against 

the leadership of the Colombo crime family, against tte heads of 

the mob's five families (the "Commission" case), against several 

significant leaders of the Genovese and Luchese cyime families, 

against labor racketeers who allegedly controlled trucking at New 

York's JFK Airport, and finally, against 35 individuals who 

allegedly imported into the United States hundreds of millions of 

dollars worth of heroin from Europe. 

In Kansas City, alleged leaders of both the Kansas City 

and Chicago syndicates are awaiting trial on RICO charges relat

ing to skimming operations at Las Vegas casinos. 
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The collective impact of these cases against the mob is 

truly staggering and would have been unheard of five years ago. 

It is important to note that RICO has not been limited 

to traditional organized crime. In Chicago, RICO was effectively 

used in Operation GREYLORD to convict corrupt local judges, 

lawyers, and policemen. In Louisiana, Governor Edwin Edwards is 

awaiting trial on RICO-mail fraud charges. In New York City, a 

RICO case is pending against Marc Rich, a fugitive, for an 

alleged hundred-million dollar oil miscertification scheme. 

For the same reason that RICO has proved so effective 

against the mob, it has become an effective tool against domestic 

terrorism, as evidenced by two RICO indictments earlier this 

year. A case in Seattle, in which trial has just begun, alleges 

that twenty-three members of "The Order" engaged in acts of 

terrorism and violence, including the murder of a well-known 

Denver radio personality. In Arkansas; a RICO indictment was 

filed ag2inst members of a neo-Nazi organization called "The 

Covenant, the Sword, and the Arm of the Lord" for alleged arson 

of religious buildings and an attempt to blow up a natural gas 

pipeline. 

The above cases, while among our most dramatic, are by no 

means the only significant RICO achievements. The list literally 

goes on and on. 
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D. Departmental Control over RICO Prosecutions 

Although RICO remains both broad in scope and powerful 

in execution, I wish to emphasize our recognition that, for these 

very reasons, we have a special obligation to use the statute 

responsibly, and to stress the efforts we make to discharge that 

obligation. In September 1980, the Criminal Division promulgated 

written guidelines to all federal prosecutors governing RICO in

dictments. These guidelines, which have been most recently 

updated in March 1984, remain in effect today and are designed 

to: (1) weed out the ill-advised RICO case, (2) provide consis

tency in legal pleadings throughout all of the federal districts, 

and (3) encourage the teamwork between prosecutors and agents on 

the federal and state levels that the RICO approach to the "big 

case" invariably requires. 

To secure approval to file a RICO indictment (or 

complaint in the case of civil RICO) the prosecutor -- usually an 

Assistant United States Attorney or an attorney assigned to the 

Criminal Division, such as a Strike Force attorney -- must submit 

a written request (called a prosecution memo) and a copy of a 

proposed indictment to our Organized Crime and Racketeering 

Section. 

The prosecution memo identifies the defendants, sum

marizes the evidence, anticipates potential defenses or legal 

problems, describes proposed forfeitures or other special 
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remedies, and articulates the prosecutor's justification for the 

use of RICO. The prosecution memo is reviewed by an experienced 

RICO staff reviewer and by at least one Deputy Chief of the 

Organized Crime and Racketeering Section. We independently 

assess the significance of the case and the sufficiency of the 

RICO count. We pay special attention, for example, to ensure in 

each case that the "pattern of racketeering" required under RICO 

involves two or more distinguishable criminal episodes. I 

mention this particular point because a frequent criticism of 

civil RICO cases filed by private plaintiffs is that the RICO 

complaint is predicated on a single fraud of a single victim 

carried out through multiple mailings. 

No RICO indictment is approved until the Section is 

satisfied that the evidence as represented is sufficient to 

obtain a conviction, that the indictment is in proper form and 

consistent with si~ilar RICO cases elsewhere in the country, that 

the use of RICO is necessary to reflect adequately the nature and 

seriousness of the crimes charged, and that, when state crimes 

are proposed as RICO predicate acts, state authorities are either 

unlikely to proceed themselves or have req~ested the Department 

to prosecute the case, frequently in conjunction with their own 

prosecutors. For your convenience, a copy of our official RICO 

guidelines is attached to my statement. 

• 

" 
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II. GOVERNMENTAL USE OF CIVIL RICO 

A. Suits for Injunctions 

Section 1964, the principal civil RICO provision, 

permits the district courts, upon application of the Attorney 

General, to enter appropriate orders to prevent and restrain 

violations of criminal RICO. This provision is designed to allow 

the United States to remove organized criminal influence from the 

business and financial communities. In part because prosecutors 

prefer, and are trained, to achieve this exorcism ~hrough crimi

nal prosecutions that result in lengthy jail sentences, stiff 

fines, and forfeiture of criminal proceeds, we have made very 

little use of civil RICO in the past. On only five occasions in 

the past fifteen years, by our research, has the Department filed 

a civil RICO injunctive action: of these five cases, only one 

merits comment, the recent Local 560 case in New Jersey, which is 

now pending appeal in the Third Circuit. We hope to build upon 

the legal principles established in Local 560, to produce similar 

cases in the future. 

In United States v. Local 560, International Brother

hood of Teamsters, 581 F. Supp. 279 (D.N.J. 1984), the government 

proved that mob members had continuously committed acts of 

murder, extortion, violence, and labor racketeering for twenty 

years as part of their effort to seize control of Teamster Local 

560 in Union City, New Jersey. Despite repeated arrests, 
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prosecutions, convictions, and even lengthy incarceration of 

these racketeers, they returned again and again to their union 

offices with appalling effrontery. At the time the RICO 

complaint was filed in 1982, these mobsters -- either directly or 

through friends and rel~tives -- utterly dominated the local's 

Executive Board, and had used their positions to gain access to 

union funds. As the district court put it, these "gangsters, 

aided and abetted by their relatives and sycophants, engaged in a 

multifaceted orgy of criminal activity." 

Applying sanctions permitted by Section 1964, the court 

enjoined the defendants from further acts of racketeering, 

removed the entire Executive Board from their positions as 

trustees, created a temporary trusteeship for the union, and 

ordered a democratic election under governmental supervision 

following an eighteen month cooling off period. The granting of 

these extraordinary remedies, which the court described as the 

use of a judicial scalpel to remove a "malignancy," may well 

accomplish a goal that prosecutors once thought unattainable in a 

civil context, namely, the liberation of a large labor organi~ 

zation from the tentacles of organized crime. 

The Local 560 case has, in many ways, opened our eyes 

to the potential of civil RICO. Over the years, the Department, 

as well as the Congress, has identified other labor organizations 

and legitimate businesses (for example, casinos) that have been 

or still are influenced to some degree by criminal groups. We 

• 
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are confident that the courts will continue to construe civil 

RICO liberally to help eradicate these influences and that future 

cases along the lines of Local 560 will be instituted. 

B. Suits for Damages 

Even more recently, the government has sought to use 

civil RICO to protect its interests by bringing two actions for 

damages under the statute's treble damage provision. This 

provision, section 1964(c) of Title 18, provides that "any person 

injured in his business or property by a violation of section 

1962 of this chapter may sue therefor . • . and shall recover 

threefold the damages he sustains." 

The first treble damage action brought by the govern

ment was filed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

(FDIC) in April of this year. The complaint, which charges 

several defendants with fraud in connection with the collapse of 

. the Indian Springs State Bank in Kansas, includes a RICO count 

alleging mail and wire fraud as predicate acts of racketeering. 

The FDIC, suing both in its corporate capacity and in its 

capacity as receiver, is seeking over $16 million in actual 

damages, plus treble damages, plus $35 million in punitive 

damages. The Department of Justice is not a party to the FDIC 

suit. 
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The second civil RICO suit for damages to the United 

States was filed by the Department of Justice in May of 1985 in 

the Middle District of Florida. That suit seeks to recover more 

than $47 million from two businessmen and three companies pre

viously convicted of criminal RICO and other offenses involving a 

massive fraud against the government in connection with the 

awarding of Department of Defense laundry contracts. This suit 

represents a major step forward in the Department's effort to use 

effectively the powerful civil provisions of RICO in appropriate 

cases. However, the success of this suit will depend on the 

courts' upholding our view that the federal government is a 

"person" as defined in Section 1961(3) of the RICO statute. 

Since RICO specifically authorizes the Attorney General to bring 

suits for injunctive relief, the statute's failure to expressly 

refer to the Attorney General in the treble damages section 

raises an arguable inference that RICO presently does not provide 

for treble damage recovery by the federal government. I am 

pleased to note that just two weeks ago the district court 

rejected that argument in the course of sustaining the complaint 

against a motion to dismiss. 

The initiation of these section 1964(c) suits by the 

federal government is particularly noteworthy for two reasons: 

first, because it reflects our intention to make full use of all 

of the deterrent and remedial tools provided by the statute; and, 

second, because it underscores the importance or invoking RICO 
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uniformly and wisely, in order to preserve our ability -

achieved through gradual and diligent efforts -- to make the most 

effective use of the statute. 

To elaborate on these points, as you know, allegations 

of contract and program fraud, such as in the area of defense 

contracts, have been the subject of much concern expressed 

recently by federal agencies and much attention in the national 

media. Every federal agency is a potential victim -- a very rich 

victim I need not add of schemes that fit within one defini-

tion or another of fraud encompassed by the RICO statute. 

Although the Department is not a party to the FDIC action, that 

suit is related to a joint investigation conducted by the FDIC 

and our Organized Crime and Racketeering Section, and we are 

confident that it is fully warranted. However, we believe that 

it is imperative for the future development of civil RICO that 

the approval of the Attorney General be obtained before federal 

agencies file civil RICO suits. We all know that bad cases 

result in bad law. Without the Attorney General's review of 

governmental RICO suits, it is conceivable that one agency of the 

government could proceed under a RICO theory, or seek a type of 

remedy, that is inconsistent with a position taken in some other 

case by the Department or another federal agency. As it is, the 

Department occasionally suffers an adverse judicial interpreta

tion of RICO growing out of a private suit: it would hurt doubly 

if such a result occurred because the government itself could not 

agree on a uniform approach. 
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III. USE OF CIVIL RICO BY PRIVATE LITIGANTS 

A. Introduction 

As has been true of RICO's criminal provisions, aggres

sive use of the statute's private civil remedy has been a 

relatively recent development. However, in the few years since 

the plaintiff's bar discovered the attractiveness of RICO's 

private civil remedy, private RICO suits have ,generated consider

able controversy among litigants and courts. This controversy 

has led to growing pressure for statutory changes, and a number 

of specific proposals have been advanced that would modify the 

private right of action to one degree or another. Our study and 

analysis of this extremely complex subject leads us to conclude 

that some change in RICO's civil provisions may be advisable. 

However, the matter is still under discussion within the Depart

ment. For this reason, except as indicated below in the dis

cussion of the bills pending before the subcommittee, we express 

no preference at this time for any of the specific proposals that 

have been put forward. We will, of course, be pleased to address 

these matters at a future date, if the Subcommittee wishes. 

At this point we think it may be most helpful to 

attempt to place in perspective the major questions that have 

arisen regarding private uses of civil RICO. To that end, I 

propose in this section of my statement to review briefly the 

history and current applicability of the private remedy 
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provision, to describe the findings of a Department of Justice 

study of reported private civil RICO litigation, to summarize the 

debate over private uses of the statute and identify the funda-

mental issues that we believe are raised by that debate, to 
• 

discuss the interests of the government that seem to us to bear 

, upon the resolution of those issues, and to summarize the range 

of options available to the Subcommittee regarding the future of 

private civil RICO enforcement, commenting briefly on some of the 

apparent advantages and disadvantages of the major possible 

approaches. 

B. Private Civil RICO's History and Application 

As I have already mentioned, RICO's private civil 

remedy permits a person who has been injured in his business or 

property by reason of a violation of section 1962 to sue for 

treble damages. He may also recover the cost of suit, including 

a reasonable attorney's fee. 

At the outset, we think it is important to place this 

provision in context -- not only in the context of the RICO 

statute, but also in the context of the far broader legislative 

undertaking of which that statute itself was only a part. As you 

recall, RICO was enacted as title IX of the Organized Crime 

Control Act of 1970, the purpose of which was to "seek the 
: 

eradication of organized crime in the United States by 

strengthening the legal tools in the evidence-gathering process, 
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by establishing new penal prohibitions, and by providing enhanced 

sanctions and new remedies to deal with the unlawful activities 

of those engaged in organized crime." First among the factors 

recited by Congress as providing the impetus for the Organized 

Crime Control Act was the finding that "organized crime in the 

United States is a highly sophisticated, diversified, and wide

spread activity that annually draws billions of dollars from 

America's economy by unlawful conduct and the illegal use of 

force, fraud, and corruption." 

RICO itself was aimed at one particular area of 

organized criminal activity -- the increasing use of power and 

money obtained from illegal activities to infiltrate and corrupt 

legitimate businesses, labor unions, and other enterprises. 

However, rather than attempting the futile and probably unconsti

tutional exercise of defining and outlawing "organized crime", 

Congress appropriately chose to focus on the types of conduct 

characteristic of organized criminal behavior. In doing so, 

Congress rejected criticisms that the legislation was too 

broad and would reach beyond organized crime. As Senator 

MCClellan, the principal Senate sponsor of the legislation, put 

it: "It is impossible to draw an effective statute which reaches 

most of the commercial activities of organized crime, yet does 

not include offenses commonly committed by persons outside 

organized crime as well." In a similar vein, Congressman Poff, 

the principal House sponsor, stated: "[E]very effort was made to 

produce a strong and effective tool with which to combat 

• 
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organized crime -- and at the same time deal fairly with all who 

might be affected by ... [the] legislation -- whether part of the 

crime syndicate or not." 

RICO's provision of a private treble damage remedy was 

a late addition to the statute. Two of the predecessor bills had 

included such a remedy, but that provision was dropped in the 

process of the Senate's conversion of the legislation from an 

antitrust form of statute to a broader, criminal law measure. 

The principal objection to the treble damage remedy had come from 

the American Bar Association's Antitrust Section, which -- in the 

course of criticizing the commingling of antitrust concepts with 

criminal law enforcement goals -- expressed particular concern 

that the antitrust requirements of "standing" and "proximate 

cause" would create "inappropriate and unnecessary obstacles" for 

persons seeking treble damages for injuries caused by organized 

crime activities. However, at the specific suggestion of the 

American Bar Association, the bill was arr,enc1p.d in the House 

Judiciary Comrnittee to include among its civil remedies a private 

right of action for treble damages. With this and other amend

ments, the bill was passed by the House, returned to the Senate, 

and accepted by that body without further ado. 

In enacting RICO, Congress declared that "rt]he pro

visions of this title ... shall be liberally construed to effec

tuate its remedial purposes." Given this mandate, as well as 

the broad purpose and language of RICO, federal courts have 
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generally interpreted the statute quite liberally in criminal 

cases, but in private civil cases some courts have been reluctant 

to construe RICO as expansively as its terms see~ to permit. 

Initially, some district courts sought to limit the availability 

of the treble damage remedy by construing the statute to require 

allegations that the defendant was affiliated with organized 

crime or that the plaintiff ha~ suffered a "competitive injury". 

However, following the Supreme Court's reminder in United States 

v. Turk~~~e, 452 U.S. 576, 587 (1981), that Congress had speci

fied that RICO's provisions were to be construed liberally to 

effectuate the statute's remedial purposes, the courts of appeals 

consistently rejected these and similarly crabbed interpre-

tations. Then, in the summer of 1984, the Court of Appeals for 

the Second Circuit rendered a series of three decisions that once 

more severely restricted the broad applicability of civil RICO. 

In Sedima, S.P.R.L. v. Imrex Co., 741 F.2d 482 (2d Cir. 

1984), the leading case in the Second Circuit trilogy, the court 

held that a private RICO plaintiff must shew both that the 

defendant has been convicted either of a RICO violation or of the 

predicate acts of racketeering on which the suit is based, and 

that the plaintiff suffered some form of "racketeering injury" 

beyond the direct injury caused by the predicate offenses them

selves. The prior conviction requirement had previously been 

rejected by the Sixth Circuit, as had the "racketeering injury" 

limitation by the Seventh Circuit. Subsequent to Sedima, the 

Seventh Circuit, in HarocD, Inc. v. American National Bank and 
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Trust Company of Chicaqo, 747 F.2d 384 (7th Cir. 1984), re

examined the "racketeering injury" requirement in the light of 

the Second Circuit cases, and expressly decided to follow its 

earlier decision rather than the Second Circu~t decisions. This 

conflict among the circuits was resolved in July, when the 

Supreme Court reversed the Second Circuit in Sedima and affirmed 

the Seventh Circuit in Haroco. See Sedima,_ S.P.R.L. v. Imrex 

Co., 105 S. Ct. 3275 (1985), and Ameri~5!-!l_ ~ational Bank and Trust 

Co. of Chicago v. Haroco, Inc., 105 S. Ct. 3291 (1985). As a 

result, a civil RICO plaintiff need not allege either a prior 

conviction of the defendant or special injury. 

As matters now stand, therefore, RICO offers private 

plaintiffs a very a~tractive remedy for a wide range of unlawful 

conduct, including conduct bearing little resemblance to 

organized crime activity in the traditional sense. Apart from 

the prospect it holds for treble d~illages and attorney's fees, the 

statute provides ready access to federal courts -- with their 

liberal procedures governing such matters as service of process 

and discovery -- to plaintiffs whose claims would otherwise not 

merit federal attention at all or wOl'ld be cognizable only upon 

compliance with strict standing or other procedural requirements. 

RICO's availability in such cases results from the 

conjunction of two factors: the inclusion of various forms of 

fraud in its definition of "racketeering activity", and the ease 

with which the statutorily required "pattern of racketpering 
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activi-ty" can be derived from what is essentially a single 

fraudulent scheme, executed in a manner that twice gives rise to 

federal jurisdiction. These factors make it possible, for 

example, for a plaintiff involved in an ordinary commercial 

dispute to seek recovery under RICO by alleging a scheme to 

defraud on the part of his adversary, the involvement of an 

"enterprise" in the scheme, and the mailing of two letters or the 

making of two telephone calls for the purpose of carrying out the 

scheme. Similarly, in the securities area, a RICO claim can be 

brought aga~~st an organization on the basis of a single 

allegedly fraudulent sale of securities effected by means of two 

filings, mailings, or telephone calls. In other words, RICO 

makes it possible to seek treble damages in virtually every case 

of commercial mail or wire fraud committed by or through an 

organization, and in many securities fraud cases as well. 

c. Department of Justice Study of Private Civil RICO 

Litigation 

In an effort to obtain data concerning the actual use 

of RICO's private civil remedy, the Department of Justice has 

attempted to locate and analyze the reported judicial decisions 

in private civil RICO suits. The following statistics reflect 

the data available to the Department through the end of 1984. 

• 
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Approximately 230 decisions in private RICO suits were 

found to have been reported. By comparison, during the same 

period there were 16 published decisions in civil RICO proceed

ings initiated by governments -- 5 in injunction cases brought by 

the federal government, and 11 in damage suits brought by state 

or local governments . 

As mentioned above, the federal government has also 

commenced more than 500 criminal prosecutions under RICO since 

the statute was enacted. Roughly half of these criminal cases 

has resulted in published decisions. If the same ratio of total 

cases filed to total published decisions is applied with respect 

to private civil cases, the actual number of private actions 

filed to date is probably close to 500. 

The number of published opinions rendered annually in 

private civil RICO actions has been increasing steadily -- from 1 

in 1978, to 2 in 1979, to 6 in 1980, to 18 in 1981, to 40 in 

1982, to 68 in 1983, to 97 in 1984. 

About two thirds of the reported private RICO suits 

have been predicated on mail fraud, wire fraud, or fraud in the 

sale of securities. Roughly seven percent appear to have been 

brought against organized crime figures or on the basis of 

violent or other non-fraudulent conduct common to organized crime 

(e.g., murder, arson, extortion, organized theft, public cor-

ruption, obstruction of justice, labor racketeering). 
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Of the 123 cases for which data are available, 58 

percent involved either mUltiple criminal episodes or multiple 

victims, while 42 percent were based on a single episode having 

only one victim. 

In approximately 65 percent of the private cases for 

which data are available, the conduct complained of formed the 

basis for a federal cause of action other than the RICO claim. 

With respect to RICO cases based on fraud, 51 percent could have 

been predicated on non-RICO grounds. 

Ten percent of the reported private actions were 

brought following some sort of federal, state, or local govern

ment action against the defendant. About half of the prior 

government actions had resulted in criminal convictions. 

Of the 163 private cases for which disposition informa

tion could be found, 61 percent were decided in favor of defen

dants prior to trial. Very few private suits appear to have 

resulted in judgment for the plaintiff after trial. 

Data are not available concerning the number of private 

suits that have been settled or the amounts of the settlements. 

The Department's study of reported private RICO cases 

suggests several conclusions that may be important in ~onsidering 

the future of civil RICO. 
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First: Solely in terms of numbers of cases, the use of 

RICO's criminal provisions far outweighs the use of its civil 

provisions in the fight against organized crime. 

Second: Although civil RICO filings have grown 

rapidly, the total number of private civil RICO suits brought in 

recent years constitutes less than half of one percent of the 

total annual federal civil caseload attributable to private 

litigation, and a majority of these cases could have been brought 

in the federal co~rts even if RICO's private remedy had been 

unavailable. 

Third: While private RICO actions have been predicated 

most frequently on allegations of commercial fraud, a not insig

nificant number have involved types of criminal activities that 

the statute was more clearly intended to prevent. 

Fourth: Although plaintiffs who bring private civil 

RICO suits on the basis of only one criminal episode are in the 

minority, this practice is common enough to warrant concern that 

the purpose of the statute's "pattern" requirement -- to limit 

RICO to ongoing criminal activity -- is not being fully realized. 

Fifth: The difficulty of assessing the probable 

long-term effects of private civil RICO actions is compounded by 

the fact that a substantial majority of reported private suits 

has been decided favorably to the defendants prior to trial, and 
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the fact that settlement data are unavailable concerning both 

reported and unreported cases. 

Sixth: With the notable exception of the Local 560 

case which I discussed earlier, neither the use of RICO's injunc

tion provisions by the federal government nor the use of its 

damage remedy by state and local governments has been a signifi

cant factor in the fight against traditional organized crime, 

either directly or as a spur to private civil enforcement. 

D. The Debate over Private Civil RICO 

It has generally been recognized that RICO was intended 

to provide new and more effective weapons with which to combat 

organized crime, and that the use of these weapons could have a 

potentially far-reaching impact. Initial concern over the scope 

of the statute focused on the potential for prosecutorial abuse. 

We believe that any basis for that concern has been eliminated by 

the Department's adoption of strict guidelines regarding the use 

of RICO in criminal prosecutions. However, no comparable 

voluntary restrictions on the exercise of discretion exist -- or 

can exist -- with respect to private civil litigation under RICO, 

and the courts have generally acknowledged the inappropriateness 

and difficulty of imposing any such limitations in the guise of 

statutory interpretations. The consequent proliferation of 

private civil RICO cases arising out of commercial disputes and 

• 
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alleging fraud on the part of otherwise respectable businessmen 

has prompted growing objections to the statute. 

The first major point made by critics of private civil 

RICO is that the statute has not been used for the principal 

purpose for which it was adopted -- to assist in deterring 

infiltration by organized crime into legitimate business. In 

support of this argument it is pointed out that very few civil 

RICO cases have been filed against organized crime; instead, the 

vast majority has been brought against legitimate businesses. 

Thus, the argument goes, private civil RICO has simply not 

provided the additional measure of deterrence to organized crime 

activity that Congress hoped it would. 

The second principal criticism by opponents of private 

civil RICO is that its use primarily as a remedy for fraud has 

resulted in the unnecessary and unwise federalization of an area 

of law that should be reserved to the states. On the question of 

necessity, these opponents argue that Congress never explicitly 

considered the need for a federal fraud remedy and that no such 

remedy is necessary in any event, given the fact that federal and 

state statutes make serious fraud a crime, federal laws afford 

civil redress for securities frauds, and state laws permit 

recovery for other types of fraud. With respect to the wisdom of 

a federal fraud remedy, it is claimed that in the absence of a 

compelling need for a federal remedy -- it is inconsistent with 

the nation's constitutional principles to federalize an area of . 
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the law that has traditionally been a matter for state concern. 

In addition, the argument goes, federalization of state fraud 

cases imposes inappropriate burdens on the federal courts. 

In addition to questioning the need for private civil 

RICO as a general federal fraud remedy, critics cite a number 

problems that they say have been caused by the increasing us 

f 

the statute for this purpose. First, because RICO is genera~ly 

perceived as a statute directed against organized crime (as the 

"racketeering" title emphasizes), it is claimed that the use of 

civil RICO against legitimate businesses tars them with an 

association that is often unfair. Furthermore, it is argued, the 

stigma of a "rackeetering" complaint subjects legitimate busi

nesses to undue coercion to settle frivoulous RICO claims, and 

places them at a significant disadvantage in defending against 

such claims. 

Second, critics contend that private civil RICO has 

skewed the normal dispute resolution process in many ordinary 

commercicll cases. This has occurred , it is claimed, because of 

the attraction of the treble damages remedy, the availability of 

-the statute in every commercial lawsuit in which fraud could 

conceivably be alleged (including securities actions and suits 

involving otherwise straightforward contract claims), and the 

consequent increase in litigation costs (both procedural costs 

and increased settlement costs). 
". 
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Third, many critics have argued that the growing use of 

private civil RICO in the securities area has undermined the 

carefully crafted set of federal remedies and procedures specifi

cally designed to deter and redress securities violations. 

Finally, critics of private civil RICO point out that 

inappropriate cases are being filed with increasing frequency, 

and warn that the adverse consequences to legitimate businesses 

and the federal courts will become far more burdensome as more 

and more imaginative plaintiffs, and plaintiff's attorneys, seek 

to avail themselves of the statute's generous remedies. 

Defenders of private civil RICO suits begin by arguing that 

even small numbers of private actions are helpful in the fight 

against organized crime, and that the threat of such actions adds 

to the statute's overall deterrent effect. Moreover, it is 

argued, the number of private suits against organized crime 

members and activities is likely to grow in the wake of federal 

prosecutions and injunctive actions that demonstrate the vulner

ability of organized crime groups to counterattacks by state 

governments and other institutional plaintiffs, as well as by 

individuals. 

Second, supporters of civil RICO contend that there exists a 

heightened concern about the pervasive pattern of fraud in the 

United States, and that private RICO suits are beneficial in 

addressing t~at problem. It is neither unfair nor unwise, 
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according to this argument, to allow the use of civil RICO 

against apparently legitimate defendants who regularly resort to 

criminal fraud in the operation of their businesses. In this 

connection, it is claimed that existing provisions of law are 

adequate to prevent abusive litigation, and that -- in fact -

legitimate businessmen who are subjected to frivolous RICO suits 

are often so outraged that they refuse even to consider settle

ment. Moreover, it is pointed out, the vast majority of private 

RICO suits has been disposed of at the complaint stage, usually 

in favor of defendants, and there is no way of telling how many 

claims will be found to be meritorious when plaintiffs are put to 

their proof. 

Last, defenders of civil RICO point out that private RICO 

suits based on fraud are sufficiently dissimilar in their 

elements from fraud actions under state or other federal laws to 

warrant their resolution in the federal courts, and that -- since 

RICO is not the sole federal jurisdictional predicate for most of 

these suits -- their current and potential burden on the federal 

courts has been exaggerated. 

In short, the defenders of private civil RICO argue that 

private suits have considerable actual and potential utility, 

that their short-term consequences are not as alarming as some 

critics claim, and that, therefore, it would be premature to 

impose substantial restrictions on private uses of the statute. 
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The debate over civil RICO raises two fundamental 

issues. The first is whether RICO should include any private 

civil enforcement component at all. If it should, the second 

basic issue is whether that component should include a broad, 

general remedy for fraud as well as other offenses, or whether it 

should be focused only on the more violent types of organized, 

systematic illegality with which the sponsors of the statute were 

primarily concerned. 

F. Government Interests to be Considered 

In our view, the development of a sound position 

concerning the appropriate future of private civil RICO requires 

recognition and accommodation of 2. variety of governmental 

interests -- some fa.irly specific, others of a broader nature. 

Some of the more specific interests have already been alluded to. 

The broader interests of the government include: assuring an 

effective remedy against large-scale, continuing organized 

criminal activities~ observing sound principles of federalism~ 

avoiding unnecessary burdens on the federal civil justice system~ 

and assuring the fair operation of the federal civil justice 

system. Each of these interests wa.rrants brief comment. 

Large organized crime and racketeering ventures 

inevitably infiltrate or otherwise affect the nation's legitimate 

business and economic structures. For this reason, they are 

generally recognized as presenting the single most serious 
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challenge to the maintenance of a free and democratic society. 

No matter what particular crimes are committed by these ventures 

to accumulate or extend their wealth and influence, it is their 

acquisition of legitimate facades that aggravates the problem, 

and it is their scale of activity and their organized nature that 

perpetuates it. Moreover, the operation of such enterprises not 

only depends upon the direct and indirect commission of numerous 

crimes, but it is otherwise criminogenic. The example of crimi

nal enterprises, and also supposedly legitimate enterprises, 

routinely operating by means of kickbacks, bribes, persistent 

frauds, and other kinds of illegal conduct, is infectious. The 

attitude develops that, since "everybody does it", it makes no 

sense for a small business or an individual to try to succeed 

solely by honest means. The result is widespread public 

cynic0.sm, and an overall erosion of deterrence. 

Assuring an effective remedy against this particularly 

corrosive form of crime should, therefore, be considered the 

principal governmental interest to be kept in mind in assessing 

civil RICO issues. Later in my statement I will discuss two 

aspects of this interest -- maintaining and enhancing the effec

tiveness of criminal RICO, and strengthening civil RICO by 

clearly permitting government suits for damages. At this point, 

I want to mention a third aspect -- encouraging supplementary 

private initiatives to enforce RICO's prohibitions -- that also 

deserves consideration. 
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The attention that federal investigators and prosecu

tors can focus on crime -- even on large-scale organized crime -

is limited. Only a small percentage of suspected activities can 

be investigated thoroughly, and only a fraction of those inves

tigated can be effectively prosecuted. It was in recognition of 

these practical limitations that Congress elected to augment 

governmental efforts against organized crime by encouraging 

private initiatives. Whether or not the potential of that 

approach has been realized in any significant degree over the few 

years that private civil RICO suits have been tested, the 

strategy of supplementing governmental activity with private 

initiatives is itself a matter of legitimate federal interest. 

The second broad interest of the government that should 

be kept in mind is the obvious governmental interest in adhering 

to sound principles of federalism -- leaving to the states all 

matters for which there is not a persuasive and constitutionally 

justifiable reason for federal involvement. With regard to 

providing federal criminal law jurisdiction over activities of 

large-scale organized criminal enterprises, the issue appears to 

have been worked out, over a course of decades, to the general 

satisfaction of most state and federal authorities. The same 

cannot be said, however, concerning the reach of federal civil 

jurisdiction. Prior to 1970, federal courts were not permitted 

to entertain private civil suits against organized crime, absent 

the meeting of independent jurisdictional requirements. Although 

Congress elected to open the door to such suits in 1970, it 
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remains a legitimate question whether an adequate philosophical 

foundation was presented in justification of the extension of 

civil jurisdiction. 

As to cases alleging traditional forms of organized 

crime activities, the national effect of those collective activi

ties, and the desirability of augmenting limited federal enforce

ment resources with private initiatives, may provide sufficient 

justification for continued acceptance of thE statutory expansion 

of federal civil jurisdiction. As to cases alleging predicate 

acts of a fraudu:ent nature, however, there is a greater question 

whether the extension accords with principles of federalism; 

certainly, if Congress initially had provided only a simple fraud 

remedy, the justification for the extension of federal jurisdic

tion might have been considered dubious. Still, since the remedy 

adopted provides for recovery of treble damages and attorney's 

fees rather than simply actual damages, the statute's design 

appears clearly to accord with its purpose of providing a special 

incentive to private initiatives that supplement the government's 

efforts against organized crime. The private action theoretically 

serves, in part, as a punishment mechanism as well as a recovery 

mechanism. As such, it can be argued that the action is somewhat 

more deserving of the extension of federal jurisdiction than it 

would have been were it designed simply to provide a means of 

private redress. 
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In any event, we think that the interests of federalism 

should be re-examined independently in assessing the various 

options for changing the statute. 

Closely related to the governmental interest in main

taining sound principles of federalism, is the governmental 

interest in assuring that the federal judiciary is not unduly 

burdened by an influx of civil cases that might otherwise be 

presented, if at all, in state courts. ~his jnterest, like some 

others, competes with that of assurinq effective remedies against 

organized crime. The issue is one of balancing the judicial 

burden of civil RICO's private suits against its law enforcement 

value. In assessing the weight of this burden, it is important 

to bear in mind the results of the Department's study indicating 

that most civil RICO cases could have been brought in federal 

courts on other grounds. Of course, some of those cases probably 

would not have been filed on alternate grounds absent the lure, 

and the settlement-inducing value, of potential treble damage 

recoveries. Nevertheless, this finding, among others, suggests 

that the burden of private RICO suits on the judiciary is not a 

particularly heavy one. 

Finally, the government has a clear interest in assur

ing the fair operation of the federal civil justice system. That 

interest encompasses concern that the system provide evenhanded 

treatment of all parties in individual cases, and concern that 
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federal remedies not be used in a manner that undermines care

fully constructed regulatory systems. 

The governmental interest in assuring that the civil 

justice system is not weighted unfairly in favor of one litigant 

over another requires serious attention to the claim that the 

civil RICO provisions, in effect, provide plaintiffs with tempt

ing opportunities to coerce defendants into settlements based on 

matters extrinsic to the merits of the case. There is also an 

equally legitimate basis for concern that a reputable enterprise 

charged as a defendant may elect quietly to settle a case out of 

cour~ rather than risk the chan~e of being adjudged a 

"racketeer." Certainly there is also a legitimate basis for 

concern that the prospect of liability for three times the actual 

damagea might prompt such a defendant to set~le a case rather 

than risk adjudication of a charge against which it believes it 

has a meritorious, but arguable, defense. While liability for 

treble damages under a civil racketeering statute does not seem 

an inappropriate consequence in any well-founded case, the 

question arises whether, as drafted, the statute invites abusive 

use -- particularly in cases involving a single, uncharacteristic 

instance of fraud on the part of an otherwise legitimate corpo

ration. 

There is also a plain government interest in assuring 

that a carefully crafted regulatory scheme, designed to control 

the operations of a particular industry, not be undermined by the 
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unwitting creation of a means of circumventing that scheme. 

If, for example, relatively routine securities violations are 

being used as predicates for private civil RICO actions, the 

system for regulating securities markets is being evaded in a 

manner that was not contemplated by the Congress. 

F. Range of Major Options Available to Congress 

In its consideration of the future of private civil 

RICO, Congress will undoubtedly want to examine a number of 

options. The major possibilities range from maintaining the 

status quo to abolishing the private right of action entirely. 

Between these extremes lie a variety of intermediate alterna

tives. Some of these involve amendments that would preserve 

private civil RICO enforcement, while making clarifying modifica

tions in statutory language to restrict the statute's 

availability in private suits based on fraud. Others involve 

more far-reaching statutory changes changes that would 

substantially restrict private civil actions of all types. 

Because we recognize the desirability of some change, and because 

the debate to date has focused on alternatives short of 

abolishing the private right of action, it may be helpful to make 

a few general observations about some of these intermediate 

approaches before turning to the the specific proposals contained 

in H.R. 2517 and H.R. 2943. 
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Three clarifying changes might be made in response to 

inappropriate use of the predica~e acts of mail fraud, wire 

fraud, and fraud in the sale of securities. 

The first would be to define the term "fraud in the 

sale of securities" to make it clear that the term covers only 

criminal fraud in the sale or other disposition of securities, 

rather than all possible violations of the federal securities 

laws, or of the rules and regulations issued thereunder. The 

second clarifying change in this area would be to define the term 

"pattern of racketeering activity" in a manner that precludes 

private suits based on a single criminal episode or transaction, 

with only one victim. Such suits are now possible because -- due 

to the peculiar manner in which the federal mail fraud and wire 

fraud statutes are drafted -- each use of the mails or of a 

telephone pursuant to a scheme to defraud arguably constitutes a 

separate offense for purposes of establishing a "pattern of 

racketeering activity." Third, language could be added to the 

statute to provide that -- at least in private suits based on 

fraud -- the plaintiff must prove his case by clear and con

vincing evidence, as opposed to the usual standard for recovery 

in civil cases -- proof by a preponderance of the evidence. 

As a group, these changes would seem to be responsive 

to legitimate concerns that the statute unfairly subjects 

reputable businessmen to unwarranted consequences merely because 

they may have committed isolated or sporadic criminal acts in the 

• 
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otherwise legitimate conduct of their businesses. At the same 

time, however, these changes would permit continued use of the 

statute by private plaintiffs against systematic, continuing 

illegal acts committed by or through legitimate, as well as 

illegitimate, business enterprises. 

Amendments that would impose more substantial limita

tions on private civil suits include deletion of mail fraud, wire 

fraud, and fraud in the sale of securities from the definition of 

"racketeering activity"; preclusion of private suits based on 

types of conduct that are actionable under other provisions of 

law; imposition of a prior criminal conviction requirement; and 

limitation of recovery solely to cases involving "racketeering 

injury", i.e., injury other than that caused by the predicate 

acts underlying the section 1962 violation. 

Allor most of these more far-reaching amendments 

appear to share certain characteristics. First, they would all 

reduce substantially the ability of private plaintiffs to bring 

RICO suits for damages arising out of ordinary commercial trans

actions with ostensibly reputable business organizations. 

Second, although it appears that the problem posed by private 

RICO suits is inappropriate use of civil RICO in what would 

normally be considered ordinary fraud cases, most of these 

"solutions" are not limited to such cases; they would apply to 

all private RICO suits. Third, each of these amendments would 

have the effect of substantially curtailing -- if not virtually 
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eliminating -- private suits and, to that extent, of negating 

whatever deterrent potential private enforcement might otherwise 

add to the deterrence achieved by criminal prosecutions. Final

ly, most of these changes could also make it more difficult for 

the government to avail itself of civil RICO's equitable and 

treble damage remedies. 

IV. SPECIFIC PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE 

A. H.R. 2517 

H.R. 2517 proposes essentially five amendments to the 

criminal provisions of the RICO statute: (1) substitution of the 

term "criminal", and variants thereof, for the term 

"racketeering"; (2) redefinit.ion of the "enterprise" concept; (3) 

redefinition of t~e "pattern" requirement; (4) substitution of a 

new "criminal syndicate" offense for the existing RICO conspiracy 

offense; and (5) specification that the conduct prohibited by 

RICO must be engaged in "knowingly." Although several of these 

proposed amendments have implications for civil RICO litigation, 

we are concerned primarily with their potential influence on 

criminal cases. v:e do not think th;lt impact would be salutary. 

Two of the proposed amendments seem unnecessary at best; the 

remainder would be likely to hinder rather than assist the 

government's enforcement efforts. 

F. 
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1. The "racketeering" label 

The first of these proposals -- dealing with 

terminology -- requires little comment. To begin with, we note 

the apparently inadvertent failure of the bill to delete all 

references to "racketeering" (~., in sections 1961(7), 1961(8), 

1963(a) (3), and 1968). We also suggest that, if this amendment 

is adopted, a corresponding change be made in other sections of 

Title 18 that employ the term "racketeering" (~., sections 

1952B and 2516 (c)) . 

More to the point, the change in terminology from 

"racketeering" to "criminal" would not alter the substance of the 

statute's prohibitions, and would be responsive to criticism that 

the "racketeering" label unfairly stigmatizes defendants in civil 

RICO cases. On the other hand, as the Supreme Court noted in 

Sedima, "a civil RICO proceeding leaves no greater stain than do 

a number of other civil proceedings." 105 S. Ct. at 37.83. 

Moreover, in both the criminal and the civil contexts, the term 

"racketeering" provides a useful shorthand reference to a wide 

variety of criminal conduct, generally typical of racketeers. 

Courts have used the term and seem accustomed to it. In another 

section of the criminal code -- section 1952 -- Congress has used 

the term "racketeering" in the heading but not in the text 

describing the offense. In addition, it is difficult to think of 

an apt, but arguably less pejorative, substitute; the proffered 

alternative -- "criminal" -- may be too general to describe the 
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special focus of the statute. Finally, although we do not feel 

strongly about this proposed change -- as it would have no effect 

on our use of the statute -- we question its value. 

2. The "enterprise" definition 

H.R. 2517 would redefine the key term "enterprise." 

The existing definition is backed by fifteen years of case law 

elabor~~ing on its meaning. H.R. 2517 would discard that body of 

law, substituting a new definition with new ambiguities that 

would require new case law to resolve. We would be back to 

square one. For example, the Supreme Court did not clarify an 

important aspect of the current definition until its decision in 

1981 in United States v. Turkette, 452 U.S. '576, some eleven 

years after RICO's 1970 enactment. Such uncertainty requires a 

great deal of effort and time to resolve. Moreover, each time a 

district court or appeals court issues an inappropriate interpreta

tion, valid RICO prosecutions may be blocked in that district or 

circuit until the interpretation is corrected. This is precisely 

what happened after the First Circuit's decision in the Turkette 

case. In the meantime, opportunities for prosecution may be lost 

forever in that district or circuit because of expiring statutes 

of limitation. Otherwise guilty racketeers remain free to 

threaten the legitimate economy. 

As an example of H.R. 2517's ambiguity, H.R. 2517 would 

redefine "enterprise" to mean, essentially, a "business or other 
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similar business-like undertaking." Criminals who are not 

associated with traditional forms of businesses could argue that 

the statute does not apply to them. While the phrase "business

like" does retain some flexibility, the term is not self-defining. 

It is not clear just what it includes. Is it limited to groups 

whose motive is principally economic, or whose structure is 

hierarchical, or does it apply to both? Does it include only 

such "near-businesses" as labor unions, political clubs, and 

nonprofit groups that have a structured hierarchy or does it also 

encompass a wider range of groups such as political terrorists, 

violent street gangs, and organized rings of narcotics importers? 

If enacted, the definition will require courts to answer these 

and perhaps other questions. 

H.R. 2517's redefinition of "enterprise" also requires 

that a business-like undertaking be an "association" of persons. 

This aspect of the new definition could be interpreted to exclude 

one-person enterprises. Moreover, depending upon how the pro-

posed new definition is construed, it is possible that the phrase 

"undertaking by an association of persons" may be applied to 

qualify the term "business" as well as the term "business-like." 

Thus, even some traditional business entities -- such as corporations 

having only one shareholder and officer -- might be excluded from 

the statute's scope . 

The overall result of the proposed redefinition of 

"enterprise" could be at worst a shielding of activity from the 

reach of RICO's criminal sanctions, and at best a period of 
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prolonged litigation and uncertainty over precisely which groups 

constitute enterprises. For these reasons, we think that H.R. 

2517's revision of the definition of "enterprise" is less desirable 

than the existing definition. 

3. The "Pattern" definition 

H.R. 2517 would substantially change the definition of 

RICO's central element of "pattern of racketeering activity." 

Under the bill, predicate acts would have to meet four require

ments in order to form a "pattern." First, they would have to be 

separate in time and place; second, all of them wouln have to 

occur within five years of indictment; third, they could not all 

be violations of the same statute, if that statute prohibits mail 

fraud, wire frau~, or travel fraud; and fourth, they would have 

to be interrelated by a common scheme, plan, or motive. 

These changes would seriously hinder the statute's 

effectiveness for criminal law enforcement purposes. The new 

definition would damage the types of important cases we are 

winning today. To be frank, we are not sure what the proposed 

changes mean. Like the redefinition of "enterprise," if this new 

definition is enacted courts will take years to harmner out its 

parameters. We do not need to reinve~t the wheel. 

In general, pursuant to the Department's RICO guide

lines, the federal government declines to bring criminal RICO 

, 
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charges based solely on predicate acts arising from a single 

criminal episode. However, a statutory requirement that predicate 

acts occur at separate times and places could unduly constrain 

RICO's flexibility. The bill's use of the conjunctive "and" 

could be read to require that each predicate act be separate from 

all other acts in both time and place. Under this interpretation, 

once an initial criminal act is performed at a certain location, 

such as the defendant's regular place of business, subsequent 

predicate acts performed at the same location pursuant to an 

ongoing criminal enterprise could not be considered as establish

ing a pattern of racketeering activity. Or, acts performed 

simultaneously at separate locations by defendants acting in 

concert (such as simultaneous acts of murder against several 

victims) might not possess the requisite separateness in time, 

exempting all but one of the acts as RICO predicates. 

The proposed redefinition of "pattern" to require that 

all acts have occurred wi thin five years prior to the inc1ictmel~t 

would present a serious obstacle to prosecution of some of the 

most longstanding criminal enterprises. In part because RICO was 

designed to attack continuing criminal conduct, and in part 

because of the difficulty in detecting and proving especially 

sophisticated criminal operations that are carried out over a 

lengthy period of time, we believe a more appropriate limitations 

period is the existing one, which requires at least one act 

within the past five years and other acts within ten years of a 

more recent act. 
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The new "pattern" definition would also require that 

not all predicate acts be violations of the same provision of 

law, if that provision is the second paragraph of U.S.C. § 2314 

(travel fraud), ~/ 18 U.S.C. § 1341 (mail fraud), or 18 U.S.C. § 

1343 **/ (wire fraud). Although the language of this portion of 

the definition is net entirely clear, it appears to be intended 

to preclude a finding of a "pattern" on the basis of two or more 

acts of mail fraud, of wire fraud, or of fraud through travel. 

While a "fraud plus" requirement would probably satisfy many 

critics of civil RICO, we note that the bill's formulation would 

not appear to prevent civil RICO suits based solely on combi-

nations of mail and wire fraud, or based on combinations of 

either kind of fraud and fraud through travel. In this respect, 

the bill is in contrast to S. 1521 f recently introduced in the 

Senate, which would preclude cases based solely on a cc~bination 

of the listed statutes. In any event, such an approach would 

severely limit the use of civil RICO against particularly per-

vasive forms of ongoing, crganized criminality. More to the 

point from our perspective, however, this change would apparently 

make RICO unavailable as a basis for criminal prosecution in some 

cases in which it ought to be used. For example, it could exempt 

some efforts to defraud the federal procurement process. 

*/ We note a discrepancy between the bill's reference to the 
second paragraph of section 2314 and its parenthetical 
description of that provision as relating to interstate 
transportation of stolen property. Since the provision in 
question relates to fraud through travel, we assume that the 
parenthetical description is erroneous. 

**/ The bill's reference to the wire fraud statute as 18 U.S.C. 
§ 1342 appears to be a typographical error. 

,. 
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Finally, the requirement that predicate acts be "inter

related by a cornmon scheme, plan, or motive" would add an 

additional element to RICO's existing elements, with uncertain 

consequences. The terms "scheme," "plan," and motive" are not 

defined, and there is no way of telling how strictly or broadly 

they might be construed. On the one hand, they could be inter

preted very rigorously, with the result that a businessman who 

bribes a public official to obtain one particular government 

contract and soon thereafter corrmits an act of arson against a 

business competitor to obtain another contract will not have 

committed two acts that are sufficient.1y interrelated for pur

poses of a RICO prosecution. On the other hand, if "making 

money" or "obtaining influence" are common motives, many RICO 

predicate acts would qualify. In the criminal context, we think 

it better to avoid these ambiguities, mindful of the formal case

by-case review by the Department's Criminal Division before RICO 

charges are brought. Thus, the definition of "pattern" should 

remain unaltered for criminal RICO. We have yet to see a redefi

nition which would not jeopardize our criminal enforcement efforts. 

Until one is found, we should not abandon the existing 

definition. 

However, in the civil area, we are not confident of \\i'hat the 

best formulation is. If change is necessary, section 1964(c) 

should be amended specifically. One approach would begin by 

considering the definition of "pattern" provided in 18 U.S.C. § 

3575(e): "criminal conduct forms a pattern if it embraces criminal 
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acts that have the same or similar purposes, results, participants, 

victims, or methods of commission, or otherwise are interrelated 

by distinguishing characteri~tics and are not isolated events." 

4. The conspiracy and criminal syndicate offenses 

H.R. 2517 proposes to delete the RICO conspiracy 

offense currently set forth in section 1962(d), replacing it with 

a new offense consisting of major participation in a "criminal 

syndicate." This would be a disaster. Senior leaders of criminal 

organizations go to great lengths to insulate themselves from 

personal commission of serious crimes. I cannot state strongly 

enough the damage that would result from this change. The 

availability of RICO's conspiracy provision is especially important 

when defendants who have agreed to engage in multiple predicate 

crimes in order to acquire or operate an enterprise are interrupted 

or apprehended before actually carrying out their plans. 

Although elimination of the RICO conspiracy provision in 

section 1962(d) presumably would not preclude the use of section 

371, Title 1B's general conspiracy provision, to charge a con

spiracy to violate RICO's substantive provisions, the latter 

provision is far less effective than the former from a law 

enforcement perspective. A conspiracy conviction under section 

371 subjects the offender to a maximum term of imprisonment of 

five years, in contrast to the maximum term of twenty years for 

violating the RICO conspiracy provision, and courts may not 

uniformly apply general conspiracy law to RICO offenses. 

• 
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Moreover, the proposed "criminal syndicate" provisions 

are not an adequate substitute for the existing RICO conspiracy 

offense. Under these provisions, it would be an offense know

ingly to organize, own, control, finance, or othenlise participate 

in a supervisory capacity in a criminal syndicate, which is 

defined as "an enterprise of five or more persons, a significant 

purpose of which is to engage on a continuing basis in a pattern 

of criminal activity" other than certain gambling offenses. 

Apart from the fact that this new offense would require a showing 

of completed conduct on the part of a defendant, prosecution 

would be possible only if the joint criminal activities involved 

at least five persons and if the defendant was a major participant 

in the syndicate. Since the cases that meet these requirements 

as well as cases that do not -- can now be prosecuted under 

section 1962(c), the question arises whether the new offense 

would materially strengthen current law. We recognize that an 

argument that it would do so can be made on the basis of the 

maximum penalties that would be provided a $250,000 fine and 

imprisonment for thirty years. We note, however, that as a 

result of recent increases in fine levels for all federal crimes 

-- set out in 18 U.S.C. § 3623 -- a fine of $250,000 is already 

permitted for RICO offenses committed on or after January 1, 1985. 

Thus, the sole remaining justification for the new offense appears 

to be the enhanced prison term that could be imposed. If it is 
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thought that a prison term of more than twenty years should be 

available for particularly egregious RICO violations, a general 

enhancement of the maximum sentence to thirty years, to be 

applied at the court's discretion, would achieve the same end in 

a more manageable fashion. Consequently, we do not think this 

new offense is necessary. Courts are accustomed to hearing 

conspiracy cases; the RICO criminal syndicate would be a new 

offense. 

5. The state of mind requirement 

Finally, we question the wisdom of including an 

explicit requirement that RICO violations be committed 

"knowingly." Although the substantive provisions of the statute 

currently contain no scienter requirement, this does not mean 

as some have suggested -- that it imposes strict liability. 

Rather, the requisite criminal state of mind for conviction is 

derived from the mens rea requirements of the underlying acts of 

racketeering activity that must be proved to establish a RICO 

violation. Moreover, superimposing an additional state of Inind 

requirement on the proof of scienter already required would 

complicate jury instructions and tend to confuse juries in what 

are already extremely complex cases. For these reasons, we think 

this proposal is both unnecessary and undesirable. 

.. 
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B. H.R. 2943 

H.R. 2943 addresses only section 1964(c), RICO's civil 

damage provision. The bill would limit the availability of this 

provision in two ways -- by requiring a prior criminal conviction 

of the defendant and by imposing a one-year statute of limita

tions. We do not favor either of these proposed amendments. 

1. The prior criminal conviction requireme~t 

Under H.R. 2943, a civil RICO suit for damages could 

only be brought against a person who had previously been con

victed of racketeering activity or of a violation of section 

1962. The imposition of such a prior conviction requirement 

would, as the Supreme Court pointed out in Sedima, 105 S.Ct. at 

3282 n.9, have a number of significant consequences. I will 

mention only three, two of which would be particularly serious 

from the Department's point of view. 

First, a prior conviction requirement would, in effect, 

limit RICO damage actions to those predicated on crimes that 

survive the screening process employed by federal and state 

prosecutors in deciding whether to bring criminal charges, 

against whom such charges should be brought, and of what they 

should consist. The constraints of limited resources and other 

law enforcement considerations preclude prosecution of all but a 

fraction of the conduct that might legitimately serve as a 
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predicate for civil RICO recovery. For these reasons, imposition 

of a prior conviction requirement would, as the Supreme Court 

pointed out in Sedima, 105 S.Ct. at 3284, "severely handicap 

potential plaintiffs," in their efforts to obtain redress for 

RICO injuries. In this connection, we think it important to bear 

in mind that potential RICO plaintiffs include the federal 

government as well as state and local governments. In addition, 

a prior conviction requirement would virtually eliminate the 

deterrent potential of private and government damage actions, 

both with respect to traditional organized crime activity and 

with respect to more sophisticated forms of organized, persistent 

criminality. 

These considerations lead us to conclude that adoption 

of a prior conviction requirement is not the best approach to 

limiting the scope of RICO's treble damage action. This conclu

sion is reinforced when we consider two additional consequences 

of this approach, both of which are likely to have negative 

effects on the Department's law enforcement efforts -- informal 

"lobbying" of prosecutors, and added grounds for attacking the 

credibility of key prosecution witnesses in criminal RICO trials. 

If prosecutors are made the arbiters of the avail

ability of RICO's unique private remedies, these officials are 

likely to face unhealthy pressures in connection with their 

charging and plea bargaining decisions, those decisions will 

become more complex and time consuming, and grounds for public 
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and private questioning of their fairness and impartiality may be 

multiplied. Wldle I am confident that our formal review process 

would continue to screen cases for prosecution based solely on 

their merits, rather than on the degree of pressure exerted by 

outside parties, such lobbying would surely drain time and energy 

from the criminal law enforcement activities for which we are 

responsible. Moreover, to avoid even the appearance that a 

particular lobbying campaign had resulted in a prosecution not 

otherwise appropriate, our review process would likely require 

cumbersome record keeping to document more thoroughly all aspects 

of the decision making process. 

Finally, in trials of criminal offenses which, if 

oroved, could serve as predicates for civil actions, the credi

bility of the government's victim-witnesses would be subject to a 

new and potentially very damaging avenue of attack. Defense 

~0unsel could point out that their testimony could not help but 

be influenced by a desire to ensure the defendant's conviction in 

order to open the way for them to recover treble damages at a 

later date. 

2. The statute of limitations 

H.R. 2943 would impose a one-year statute of limita

tions on RICO suits for damages, with the period running from the 

entry of the latest judgment of conviction against the defendant 

for racketeering activity or a violation of section 1962. RICO 
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currently contains no express statute of limitations for civil 

actions, and unlike the situation with respect to criminal 

prosecutions there is no generally applicable period of 

limitations for federal civil actions. This situation has led to 

uncertainty, inconsistency, and wasteful litigation as courts 

have taken differing approaches to determining the applicable 

period of limitations in different jurisdictions and in cases 

based on different predicate offenses. 

We agree that it would make sense to adopt a uniform 

federal statute of limitations for civil RICO actions, but think 

that the 0~e-year period proposed by H.R. 2943 may be too short. 

We recognize, of course, that the period chosen is related to the 

prior conviction requirement, and that its unusual brevity can be 

defended on the ground that it does not begin to run until the 

entry of a judgment of conviction. Nevertheless, bearing in mind 

the lengthy appeals process that ordinarily follows convictions 

in racketeering cases, we suggest either that the period be 

extended or that a tolling provision be added to ensure that the 

period does not expire before convictions have become final. 

C. Amendments recommended by the Department 

As I hope I have made clear, the Department's primary 

concern is that Congress take no action that would diminish RICO's 

extraordinary law enforcement value. This concern is based 

primarily on our successful use of RICO's criminal provisions, 

• 
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but it extends to the use of the statute's civil provisions as 

well. However, we certainly do not oppose amendments that would 

enhance RICO's utility in the hands of the government, and I will 

discuss in a moment three areas in which we think such improvements 

can be made . 

.. 
Before doing that, however, I should first acknowledge 

the steps recently taken by Congress to make the statute more 

effective. In recognition of RICO's value, Congress last session 

buttressed the statute in several important respects. Porno-

graphy, currency-reporting and automobile-theft offenses were 

added to the list of RICO predicates. The scope of RICO forfeiture 

was expanded by relatj.ng back the government's interest in 

forfeitable property to the date of offense. And more authority 

was provided for courts to issue pre-trial restraining orders. 

These latter two provisions help prevent defendants frem avoiding 

forfeiture by disposing of their assets before conviction. 

I will now turn to our suggestions for additional 

improvements. 

1. Forfeiture of substitute assets 

First, we strongly recommend that RICO be amended to 

include the forfeiture of substitute assets. At the present 

time, when a defendant is convicted of a RICO violation, the 

court must order forfeiture of any interests the defendant has 
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acquired or maintained in the illegal enterprise, any property 

affording the defendant a source of influence over the illegal 

enterprise, and any proceeds the defendant has derived from the 

illegal activity. However, in many cases the property subject to 

forfeiture cannot be located, is beyond the jurisdiction of the 

court, or has been transferred to a third party. To meet these 

problems, the Department recommends that the RICO statute be 

amended to authorize the forfeiture of other property of the 

defendant up to the value of any property with which the subject 

has enriched himself but has dissipated or otherwise made un

available. This provision would close a large loophole which 

undercuts the effectiveness of the criminal forfeiture statute. 

The most corrunon example of this situation occurs when 

drug dealers deposit proceeds from drug trafficking into offshore 

banks or use proceeds to purchase property outside of the United 

States. Such property is usually beyond the reach of the court. 

However, the defendant may have property or bank accounts within 

the United States which are not related to the racketeering 

activity. The substitute assets provision would allow the court 

to reach this property in lieu of the assets that the defendant 

has deliberately placed beyond the reach of the court. 

Both legal theory and case law support such a pro

vision. Section 1963(c) provides that "all right, title, and 

interest in property ... vests in the United States upon the com

mission of the act giving rise to the forfeiture." Under this 

"relation back" doctrine, the property is forfeitable as of the 
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time of the violation, even though the property would not be 

transferred to the government until after conviction. By taking 

post-violation steps that make forfeitable property unavailable 

to the court after conviction, a defendant deprives the United 

States of property to which it is entitled. Thus, if the defen

dant has other assets available, the government should be 

entitled to substitution. 

A recent court ruling supports this rationale. In 

United States v. Conner, 752 F. 2d 566 (11th Cir. 1985), the 

court held that, when the forfeiture involves a specific sum of 

money, it acts as a money judgment against the defendant for the 

same amount of money which came into his hands illegally, regard

less of whether the government has traced the path of the 

specific illegal funds. It matters not whether the government 

receives the identical money which the defendant received or 

other "substitute" money. While the Conner decision effectively 

applies the substitute assets concept to fungible items such as 

money, it does not cover all situations which may arise and does 

not remove the need for enacting the substitute assets provision. 

A substitute assets provision was included in forfeiture 

legislation which three times passed the Senate in the 98th Congress. 

However, this provision was not included in the Comprehensive Crime 

Control Act of 1984. The Department believes strongly that this 

provision is important and that the justification for such a 

provision, in light of the Conner decision, has become compelling. 
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2. Obstruction of justice offenses 

Our second recommendation concerns the predicate acts 

relating to obstruction of justice. At the present time, Section 

1503 of Title 18, the basic obstruction of justice statute, is a 

RICO predicate crime. However, in 1982, when the Victim and 

Witness Protection Act was enacted, all references to witnesses 

were removed from Section 1503 and new Sections 1512 and 1513 

were enacted to provide greater protection for witnesses than did 

Section 1503. Unfortunately, Sections 1512 and 1513 were not 

added to the list of RICO predicates. As a result, serious crim

inal conduct, such as intimidating a witness (now covered in 

Section 1512) or retaliating against a witness (now covered in 

Section 1513) arguably cannot be included as part of a RICO vio

lation, even though it is clear that such conduct was intended to 

be included. Since it is uncertain whether such conduct can be 

prosecuted under Section 1503, we recommend that this anomaly be 

rectified by adding Sections 1512 and 1513 to the definition of 

"racketeering activity" in Section 1961(1) of Title 18. 

3. Civil damage actions by the United States 

Third, we believe that the statute should be amended to 

clarify the authority of the United States to file damage suits 

for injuries suffered by it as a direct result of RICO 

violations. The government already has authority to sue for 

injunctive relief on behalf of others and, presumably, on its own 

• 
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behalf as well. Thus, it would be anomalous to deny it the right 

to sue for damages when the United States has been injured by a 

RICO violation. As I indicated earlier, we believe that the 

statute's definition of "person" already permits the united 

States to sue for damages under section 1964(c), as we have 

recently done in Florida. Nevertheless, an amendment making this 

authority explicit would be useful in avoiding unnecessary 

litigation over the question in the future. 

Damage suits by the United states could provide a 

particularly valuable method of protecting the public treasury 

from fraudulent misuse of federal funds. Such suits make 

possible the recovery of federal funds -- provided either through 

government programs or government contracts -- that have been 

fraudulently obtained or misused, as well as the recovery of 

other losses suffered by the government, such as in the FDIC case 

th2t I referred to earlier. 

The option to sue under such a provision wculd provide 

other benefits as well. For example, the possibility of recover

ing treble d2mages under RICO might make litigation worthwhile in 

situations in which the recovery of actual damages only might not 

be cost effective. Second, the possibility of a treble aamage 

suit by the government would have a signifioant deterrent effect 

on persons contemplating the fraudulent acquisition or misuse of 

government funds. With all of the recent revelations of possible 

fraud in the area of government contracts, such added deterrence 
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would certainly be welcome. In this connection, it is important 

to remember that the federal interest in an effective effort 

against organized, systematic illegality whether manifested by 

fraud against the government or other conduct detrimental to the 

interests of the United States -- is, in essence, an interest in 

a result. There is no apparent reason for limiting the govern

ment to the use of criminal prosecutions or civil injunction 

actions to achieve that result. 

If the government were authorized to bring treble 

damage actions, the measure of such damages should be treble the 

loss that the government suffered as a result of the acts which 

gave rise to the RICO violation. For example, if a person 

ubtained $1 million from a government program under false pre

tenses, constituting a RICO violation, the amount of damages 

should be three times $1 million. The important point is that 

there should be no requirement of a separate "racketeering" 

injury such as the Supreme Court rejected in Sedima. The damages 

should be based on the actual amount of damages proven by the 

government. 

Adoption of this proposal could provide significant 

benefits to the government, and substantially enhance the deter

rent impact of civil RICO. At the same time, because the Depart

ment would be screening and controlling these cases, there would 

be no basis for criticisms such as are now being generated by 

some types of civil RICO actions brought by private plaintiffs. 

• 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

When Congress enacted RICO, the sponsors expected that 

private civil suits would provide a significant deterrent to 

organized and systematic criminal infiltration and misuse of 

legitimate enterprises. At the same time, they realized that a 

possible result of the broadly drafted statute would be its use 

against other types of defendants and activities. Experience has 

shown, however, that the instances of private civil RICO's use 

against traditional organized criminal activities are far out

weighed by examples of its application as a general federal 

anti-fraud remedy against seemingly reputable businessmen. 

The development of private civil RICO enforcement in 

this fashion has had two principal consequences. The first 

and more serious from our point of view, because it directly 

affects the law enforcement interests of the Department -- is 

that the potential of private enforcement as a deterrent to 

structured and continuing criminal activity has not been fully 

realized. The first question the Subcommittee must face, there

fore, is whether the apparent failure so far to achieve RICO's 

potential as a weapon against organized crime warrants abandon

ment of the original Congressional strategy of using a com

bination of criminal prosecutions and civil actions to deter and 

punish or redress organized, systematic illegality. 
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In this connection, it is true, of course, that the 

deterrent value of private civil RICO enforcement does not seem 

very significant when judged in terms of the number of private 

actions that have been brought against known or suspected members 

of organized crime. On the other hand, in gauging the overall 

deterrent value of auxiliary enforcement by private plaintiffs, 

the deterrence provided by the mere threat of private suits must 

be added to the deterrence supplied by the suits that are 

actually filed. Furthermore, as the federal government's 

enforcement efforts continue to weaken organized crime and dispel 

the myth of invulnerability that has long surrounded and 

protected its members, private plaintiffs may become more willing 

to pursue RICO's attractive civil remedies in organized crime 

contexts. It should be remembered, too, that civil RICO has 

significant deterrent potential when used by institutional and 

governmental plaintiffs, which are not likely to be intimidated 

at the prospect of suing organized crime members. Finally, civil 

RICO's utility against continuous large-scale criMinality not 

involving traditional organized crime elements should be kept in 

mind. These considerations suggest that private civil RICO 

enforcement in area of the organized criminality may have had a 

greater deterrent impact than is commonly recognized, and that 

both the threat and the actuality of private enforcement might be 

expected to produce even greater deterrence in the future. 

If the Subcommittee concludes that private enforcement 

of RICO's prohibitions should be continued as a supplement to 
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government enforcement, it must consider the second major conse

quence of civil RICO's transformation into a federal anti-fraud 

remedy the burdens that private civil RICO actions have 

imposed on legitimate businessmen, on the federal courts, and on 

the federal civil justice system. Analysis of the available 

evidence seems to suggest that the collective weight of these 

burdens may not be as great as is claimed, and that the burdens 

in individual cases may be balanced by the social value of the 

remedy's availability against large-scale, systematic illegality. 

If its inquiry confirms these tentative conclusions, then the 

Subcommittee may wish to limit changes in the private right of 

action to statutory clarifications designed to reduce the likeli

hood of misuses in the area of principal concern -- actions 

predicated on an event involving ordinary fraud. If, on the 

other hand the testimony presented to the Subcommittee demon

strates that the actual or potential burdens of private suits 

significantly outweigh their benefits, then the Subcommittee may 

wish to consider imposing more substantial limitations on the 

statute's private right of action. 

As I stated earlier, we believe there is a clear need 

to preserve and strengthen RICO's criminal provisions, and we 

think that enactment of H.R. 2517 would be inconsistent with 
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these goals. We are also inclined to think that it may be 

premature to limit severely private uses of civil RICO -- as is 

proposed in H.R. 2943 -- without first testing the effects of 

more modest changes that hold promise for preventing inappropriate 

applications of the statute. While we do not at this time 

endorse any specific modifications in private civil RICO, we 

recognize that failure to confine private RICO actions within 

reasonable bounds may not only be unfair to defendants and unduly 

burdensome for the federal courts, but may also encourage judicial 

interpretations in civil suits that could have adverse conse

qUences for the government's enforcement efforts. We are ready, 

therefore, to work with the Subcommittee as it considers the need 

for legislative change, in the context of preserving -- and, we 

hope, strengthening -- the RICO statute for use by the government 

in criminal and civil cases brought to eradicate organized, 

systematic illegality. 

I appreciate the opportunity to share our thoughts on this 

important statute with you today, and would welcome any questions 

the subcommittee may have. 
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of the Itltute or the inve.tigltive power of luch depart.ent or agenc, 
otherwise conferred by law. AbIent a Ipecific de.ignation by the Attorne, 
Ceneral, jurildiction to conduct inveltigationl for violationl of 18 
U.S.C. 11962 lie. with tbe agency havina Jurildiction over the violationl 
conltituting the pattern of racketeering activity li.ted in 18 U.S.C. 
11961. 

9-110.110 Prohibited Activitie. 

The RICO Itatute create. three new .ubstantive offense., and one 
conspiract offense contained in 18 U.S.C. 11962. lubsection. (a), (b). 
lc>, and d). 

18 U.S.C. 11962(a), Which outlaws the acquisition of an enterprile 
witb Income derived from illegal activity, provide. in pertinent part: 
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It ehall be unlawful for any perlon eho hal received 
any income derived. directly or indirectly. from a 
pattern of nciteteerinl activity or thro~'lh collection 
of an unlewful debt ••• to ule or iavelt. directl, 
or indirectly. any part of euch income, or the 
proceedl of luch inco.e in acquilition of aa, 
enterpriee which il englged in, or the activitiel of 
which affect. interltate or foreian co.merce. 
(!mphaeil lupplied) 

The auvamen of the offenee ie the iIleaal derivation of the funde. !'be 
acquilition can in all relpectl be leaiti.ate. Coagreol ei.pl, .akee it 
illegal to invelt ill-aotten lainl. (See United Statel v. Cauble, 706 
P.2d. Cri.. Ro. 82-2087 (5th Cir. liiy 31. 1983); United Statel Y. 

Zang, 703 F.2d 1186 ClOth Cir. 1982); United Statel V. McNary. 620 P.2d 
621 C7th Cir. 1980». 

18 U. S.c. 11962(b). which outleve the acquieition or .aiateaance of 
an interelt or eontrol in an enterprile throulh illelal activit" 
providel: 

It Ihall be unlawful for any perlon through a pattern 
of racketeering activity or throuah collectioa of an 
unlawful debt ~o acquire or .aintain. directl, or 
indirectly any interelt in or control of aa, 
enterpri.e Which il engaged ia. or the activitiel of 
which affect. iaterltete o~ foreilD com.erce. 
(Eephalil lupplied) 

The Iravamen of the offenle il the il1eaal acquilition or •• intenaace of 
an iaterelt or control. Ixamplel are the acquilitioa of coatrol throulb 
•• tortioa or a Ie heme to defraud. eee United Statel Y. 'arDell, 503 P.2d 
430 C2d Cir. 1974), cer~·. denW, 419 U.B. 1105 (975), aad tb • 
• aintenance of an interelt through bribery. United Statel v. JacobloD, 
691 F.2d 110 (2d Cir. 1982); United Statel V. Gambino. 566 P.2d 414 Ud 
Cir. 1977), cert. denied 435 U.S. 952 (1978). 

18 U.S.C 11962(c). Which outlaws the uae of an enterprile to co .. it 
illeaal acte, providel: 

It Ihall be unlawful for any perlon employed by or 
allociated with any enterprile engaged in. or tbe 
activitiel of which affect, interltate o~ foreilD 
coamerce, to conduct or participate directly or 
iadirectly» in the conduct of luch enterprile'e 
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affair. throulh a pattern of racketeerinl activit, or 
collection of an unlawful debt. ("pha.i. lupplia') 

Thi. lection i. 'e.ilne' to reach tho.e per.on. Who b, eaplo,aeDt ~ 
a •• ociation in an enterpri.e u.e that anterprl.e to anlale iD unla.f.l 
activitie.. The enterpri.e .. , be leliti.ate, but nee' DOt be. lee VI .. 
9-110.100. For exa.ple, a Iroup of in'ivi'ual. could orlaDiae aD 
enterpri.e without lelal for. or title, but with the appearaDce of 
legitimacy, to perpetrate a Icheae to 'efrau' certain bankinl inltitutioDI 
and the U.S. small Bu.ine •• Ad.ini.tration, .. allele' in United Itate. v. 
Raflky, Cr. Ro. 75-02471 (I.D. Va.). United State. v •• artino, 648 F.2' 
367 (3d Cir), 648 F.2d 407 (1981), vacated in part 650 F.2d 952 (1912). 

18 U.S.C. 11962(d) provi'e.: 

It .hall be unlawful for any per.on to con.pire to 
violate any of the provilion. of .ub.ection. (a), (b) 
or (c) of tbi. aection. 

See United Statel v. Sutherland, 656 '.2d 1181, reh'l denied 663 F.2d 101 
(5th eire 1981>. 

9-110.120 Common Element. 

Violation. of 18 U.S.C. 11962(.), (b) or (c) require proof of either 
a pattern of racketeerinl activity or the collection of an unlawful .ebt. 
In a perva.ive .cheme of cri.inal activit, it i. DOt ~CoaDOD to find both 
element •• Where ~ are pre.ent, each can be char,ed iD a .eparate 
count. 

In addition, violation. of 11 U.I.C. 11962(.), (b) or (c) require 
that the enterpri.e involve. be ens-Ie' in or affect inter.tate or foreilD 
commerce. Thi. ele.eDt, the ba.i. for federal JuriadictioD, .u.t be 
proved in all IICO .tatute caae.. It t. DOt, however, an elemeDt of proof 
th.t the p.rticular acta with which a defendant ta ch.raed have, in and of 
themaelvel, any effect on interatate or foreiln coamerce. See United 
SUtu v. Groff, 643 '.2d 396 (6th Cir. 1981); United ·Statu v. lone, 598 
F.2d 564, cert. denied 445 U.S. 946 (10tb Cir. 1979), United ~e. v. 
Ba,n'riol, 665 '.2d 877 (9th Cir. 1981), cert. denied .ub ~ Walaren v. 
Unlud St.tu, 102 S. Ct. 2040 (1982); United St.te. v. Allen, 565 F.2' 
964 (4tb Cir. 1981). 
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9-110.121 P.ttern of ~cketeering Activity 

'1'0 e.ublilh • "pattern of racketeering .ctivity." •• defiDed iD 11 
U.S.C. 11961(5). require. proof of n lealt two .ctl of "r.cketeeriDI 
.ctivity ... E.ch racketeering .ctivity ault it.elf be .n .ct lubject to 
criminal •• nction, that i., viol.tive of an independent .t.tute. UDited 
States v. Parness, 503 F.2d 430 (2d Cir. 1974), cert. denied. 419 U.S. 
1105 (19751. Is U.S.C. 11961(1) enumer.te., ~ither generic.tty (It.te) or 
Ipecifically (federal), act. which qualify a. r.cketeering .ctivit,.: 

A. Vlo1ltions of State Law - any .ct or threat involviDg: 

1. Mur'der 
2. Kidnapping 
3. G.mblin~ 
4. Ar.on 
5. Robbery 
6. Bribery 
7. Extortion 
8. Dealin~ in Narcotic or Other D.ngerous Drugs 

B. Violations of 18 V.S.C: 

1. Section 201 (Bribery) 
2. Section 224 (Sport. Bribery) 
3. Sections 471. 472, 473 (CounterfeitiDg) 
4. Section 659 (Theft Prom Inter.tate Shipment) 

(Felony) 
S. Section 664 (Embezzlement from Pen.ion .nd welf.re Fund) 
6. Sections 891, 892. 894 (Extortionate Credit 

TransactioDI) , 
7. Section 1084 (Tran.mi •• ioD of GambliDg Inforaation) 
I. SectioD 1341 (Mail Fr.ud) 
9. Section 1343 (Wire Fr.ud) 
10. Section 1503 (Ob.truction of Ju.tice) 
11. Section 1510 (Ob.truction of Criminal Inve.tigatioD) 
12. Section 1511 (Ob.truction of State or Local L.w 

Enforcement) 
13. SectioD 1951 (Interference with Commerce. Bribery. 

or Extortion) 
14. Section 1952 (Interltate Tran.portation In Aid of 

Racketeering) 
15. Section 1953 (Interltate Transportation of WageriDg 

Paraphernal ie) 
16. Section 1954 (Unlawful Welfare Fund Payment.) 
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17. Section 1955 (Prohibition of Il1elal Camblinl Bu.ine •• ' 
18. Section 2314 (Inter.t.te Tran.portation of Stole. 

Property) 
19. Section 2315 (Slle of Stolen Good.) 
20. Section. 2421, 2422, 2423, 2424 (White Slave !Taffic) 

C. Violations of 29 U.S.C.: 

1. Section 186 (Re.triction. of Plyment. Ind LOin. to Labor 
Organiution.) 

2. Section 501 (c) (Embezzlement from Union Fund.) 

D. Bankruptcy Frlud 

E. Frlud in the Sile of Securitie. 

F. Felonious Activity Involvinl Narcotic or Dangerou. Drul', .uch 
18: 

1. Manufacture 
2. Importlt ion 
3. Receiving 
4. Concealment 
5. Buyinl 
6. Selling 
7. Duling 

Any combinltion of the above-li.ted crime. cln fora a plttern of 
racketeering Ictivity, even if both ICt. con.titute .tlte criae. onl,. 
See, however, RICO guideline. on judicill pro.ecution of cI.e. involvinl 
only .tlte prediclte crime.. The ba.i. for federll juri.diction, •• 
aentioned Ibove, i. the effect of the enterpri.e on inter.tate or forei.n 
commerce. However, nexu' or relation.hip between the let. of racketeerina 
charged must be proved to e.tlbli.h the pattern. 

The concept of "pattern" h enent ill to the operlt ion 
of the .utute. One holated "racketeering ae: t i vit," 
va. thought in.ufficient to trigger the remedie. 
provided under the propo.ed chapter, largely becau.e 
the net vould be too large and the reaedie. 
disproportionlte to the Iravity of the offen.e. The 
target of title IX i. thus not .poradic Ictivity. The 
infiltration of legitimate business normally require. 
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aore than one "racketeering ec:th,it," and the threat 
of continuing activit, to be effecti.e. It it thh 
factor of contiDuit, plu. relatioD.hip which coabine. 
to produce a pattern. 

S. UP. ao. 91-617, 9ht Coni. ht Se ••• 158. See United State. Y. 
Martino, 648 F.2d 367 (11th Cir. 1981): united State..-v. AI .. an, 609 P.2d 
298,cert. denied 445 u.s. 946 (7th Cir. 1979); United State. v. 'arne ••• 
503 F.2d 430 (2d Cir. 1974). !!!!. denied, 419 U.S. 1105 (197S). 

Moreover, one of the eet. au.t have occurred after the effecti.e date 
of the RICO .tatute (Oct. 15. 1970) and the aore recent act auat have 
occurred "within ten yean (excluding eny period of iaprhonaent) after 
the cOlllllliuion of a prior act of racketeering." 18 U.S.C. 11961(5); 
United State. v. Val.h. 700 P.2d 846 (2d Cir. 1983)i United State. Y. 
Wel.h, 656 F.2d 1059 (5th Cir. 1981). cert. denied .ub nom Ca.tell Y. 
Uni ted Statu, 102 S.Ct. 1767 (9182). TheCriminal Drvr.ron require. that 
each defendant .u.t have committed one act of racketeering .ithin the 
five- ear .tatute of limitation in order to be char ed with violatin 18 
U.S.C. 1962 c. See UnIted State. v. Val.h •• upra. 

Finally, the ".oeial .Utu." of the actor ie i_aterial. It fa Dot 
an element of the offen.e that the defendant i. a •• ociated with organiaed 
crime. He need only have committed acta prohibited by the IICO atatute. 
United States v. Campanale. 518 P.2d 352. 363 (9th Cir. 1975). 

9-110.122 CollectioD of en UDlawful Debt 

The alternative ele.ent in a 18 U.S.C. 11962 yiolation i. the 
collection of an unlawful debt. Unlike the pattern of racketeerinl 
element. only one collection i. Dece •• ary to .. ke out a·.iolation. There 
are two .ethod. of provinl the collection of an unlawful debt. The 
circumstance. are narrow but are peculiarl, de.ilned to co.bat coaaon 
aethod. of organi&ed criainal activit,. 

A. The fir.t aethod require.: 

1. A gambling activity or bu.ines. illegal under federal •• tate 
or local taw; 

2. A debt incurred or contracted in that gambling activit, or 
bus i ne .. ; and 

3. Collection of that debt. 
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I. The lecond .ethod requirel: 

1. A debt incurred in connection with the bUliael1 of leadt .. 
aoney Which il unenforceable in Whole or in part becaule of fedaral 
or Itate ulury la.1 (to be uiurioul the rate of interelt .Ult .. 
double the legally enforceable rate of interelt uader Itate of 
federal law); and 

2. Collection of that debt. 

The fir.t aethod per.itl a new avenue of attack on the illelal 
lambling bu.ine •• in that the ne. forfeiture provilionl of 18 U.S.C. 
11963, di.cu •• ed in USAM 9-110.130. per.it the forfeiture of tbe 
legiti.ate front uaed to cover the illegal activity. The lecond .ethod il 
de.igned to attack the loanlhark where there il an ablence of proof of 
violence in the collection of the debt. 

9-110.130 Criminal Penaltiel 

18 u.s.c. 1I963(a) providel for the iapolition of a .axi.u. term of 
impri.onment of twenty yearl and a fine of $25,000 for each violation of 
18 U.S.C. 11962. In addition, 18 U.S.C. 11963ea) providel for a 
forfeiture proceeding in perlona. againlt the defendant ia that. upoa 
conviction. the violator: 

Ihall forfeit to the Uaited Statel (1) any interelt be 
hal acquired or aaintained ia .iolation of Section 
1962, and (2) any interelt in. lecurity of. clai. 
againlt, or property or contractual rilht of aay kind 
affording a lource of influenc~,over. any enterprile 
which be bal altablilhed. operated, coatrolled. 
conducted or participated in the conduct of. ia 
violation of Section 1962. 

Any forfeiture il lubject. of courle. to the rightc of innocent perlonl. 
Once the property intereltl of the acculed are forfeited, 18 U.I.C. 
11963ec) grantl the courtl the power to authoriee the Attorney Ceneral to 
leiee the forfeited property or interelt and dilpole of the laae ia 
accordance with the provilionl of the lub.ection. 

At the time of an indictment charging a violation of 18 U.S.C. 11962. 
the Uaited Statel .ay aove purluant to 18 U.S.C. 11963(b) for a 
reltraiaina order or prohibition or other device. including a requelt for 
a perforaance bond. to protect any property interelt lubject to forfeiture 
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under 18 U.S.C. 11963(a). Wh~r~ forf~itur~ of the enterprhe and other 
property int~re.t. u.~d in the commi •• ion of a 18 U.S.C. 11962 violatioa 
viII be ,ought, the United State. can and ahould move to protect that 
property iatere.t from liquidation and di.po.al during the pendency of the 
criminal proceeding via thi. provi.ioa. 

The rederal Rule. of Cri.inal Procedure require the inclu.ion of aa 
al1~gation in the indictment .pecifying the property intere.ta to he 
forfeited. The purpole of thi. alleg.tion i. to appri.e the accu.ed, in 
accord.nce with the .t.nd.rd. of due proce •• , th.t he atand. to lo.e hi. 
property intere.t. which are utilized in viol.tion of 18 U.S.C. 11962. 
S~e United St.tel v. Bello, 470 r. Supp. 723 (S.D. Calif. 1979). 

~110.140 Civil Bemedie. 

9-100.141 Of the United St.te. 

The civil remedie. cont.ined in the RICO .tatute are de.igned'"to 
free the channell of CODDDerce from pred.tory activitie." and not to punhh 
the viol.tor, which remainl within the province of the crimin.l provi.ion. 
di.culled in USAM 9-110.130. s. REP. NO. 91-617, 91lt Cong., l.t Se ••• 81 
(1969); United Statu v. Cappetto, 502 F.2d 1351 Oth Cir. 1974), cert. 
denied, 420 U.s. 925 (1975); United St.te. v. Loc.l 560, Intern.t~l 
Brorht;rhood of Te.mster., 560 F. Supp. 511 (D. R.J. 1982). 

A. 18 u.s.c. 11964(a) grant. di.trict court. the pover to hear civil 
action. by the United State. to: 

1- Dive.t a per.on of any intere.t in an enterprhe; 

2. Ie.tuin future activitie. or inve.tm~nt. of any per.on; 

3. Dillolve or reorgani'ze any enterprhe, ,ubject to tbe riahu of 
innocent per.on •• 

I. 18 U.S.C. 11964(b) authorize. the Attorney General, a. defined ia 
18 U.S.C. 11961(10), to inltitute civil proceeding. ~d ,direct. the court. 
to expedite .uch matter.. 18 U.S.C. 11964(b) also provide. for interlocu
tory restr.ining orderl and prohibitionl and the acceptance of performance 
bond. pending the final di.po.ition of the civil proceeding. 

C. A preceding criminal action i. not a prerequi.ite to the 
in.titution of a civil action. However, careful conlideration .hould he 
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liven to filing a civil action initially where informanta who could ,. 
identified by diacovery under the Federal Rulea of Civil Procedure ar. 
concerned. In fact, .ince the di.covery toola provided in • ci.il actl •• 
could jeopardize. criminal ca.e prior to trial, the initial fiDdiDI of • 
civil caae Where. criminal proceeding i. enticipated, or the .iault.D.oa. 
.eekina of .n indictment .nd filina of • Section 1964 civil .ctiOD I. aot 
recommended. Further.ore, in the event that. civil .ctiOD i. filed 
aub.equent to a conviction in • criminal proceedina, Section 1964(d) 
provides for the a.eertion of the doctrine of collateral eatoppel by the 
United State. in a civil proceeding. 

9-110.200 RICO GUIDELINES PREFACE 

The deciaion to inatitute • federal cri.inal proaecution iDvolve •• 
balancing proceae, in Which the intEr~ata of aociety for effective lav 
enforcement are veighed againat the conaequencea for the accuaed. 
Utilization of the RICO atatute, more ao than moat other federal cri.inal 
.anctione, require. particularly careful .nd reaaoned applicatioD. 
because, among other things, RICO incorporatee certain .tate criaea. One 
purpoee of theee guidelines ie to reemphasize the principle that tbe 
primary reeponeibility for enforcina atate lave reata vith the .tate 
concerned. 

Deepite the broad atatutory language of RICO .and the 1eahlative 
intent that the atatute " •••• hall be liberally conatrued to effectuate 
it remed ial purpoae, II it ia the policy of the Cri.inal Diviaion that UCO 
be aelectively and uniformly uaed. It ia the purpoae of theae luideliDe. 
to .ake it clear that DOt every caae in Which technically the ele.eDt. of 
a RICO violation exht, viII reault in the .pproval of • RICO cbarle. 
Further, it ia not the policy of the Cri.in.l Diviaion to .pprove 
II imag i nat ive" proaecut iona under RICO which .re fer .field fro. tbe 
Conareaaional purpose of the IICO at.tuie. St.ted .notber •• , •• UCO 
count Which merely duplicatea the elementa of proof of • tradition.l Robba 
Act, Travel Act, .ail fraud, vire fraud, gambling or controlled 
aubetancea casea, will not be added to an indictment unleaa it aervea aome 
apecial RICO purpose .a enumerated herein. 

Further, it ehould be noted that only in exceptional circumatance. 
viII approval be granted vhen RICO is sought aerel, to aerve .o.e 
evidentiary purpose, rather than to attack the activity which Congrea. 
aost directly addreaaed--the infiltration of organized crime into tbe 
nation'a economy. 
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The.e ,uideline. provide only internll Deplrt.ent of Ju.tice 
,uidlnce. They Ire not intended to. do not. and .. y not be relied upon to 
crelte any ri,ht., .ub.tlntive or procedurll, enforcelble .t Ilv ., .. , 
plrt, in .ny .Itter civil or cri.inll •• or .re Iny li.itltionl h.r." 
pllced on otherwi.e llwful litialtive peroarltive. of ~h. D.plrt •• Dt .f 
Juat ice. 

9-100.210 Authorization of Pro.ecution: The Review Proce •• 

Effective September 15. 1980, the review Ind .pprovil function for 
IU RICO matten hee been centrali&ed vithin the Oralnized Cri.e .nd 
Racketeering Section. To commence the reviev proces., • fiDII dr.ft of 
the propo.ed indictment and I pro.ecutive aemorlndum .hlll be forvlrd.d to 
Organized Crime Ind Racketeerina Section. 10. 571, len rrlnklin St.tion. 
Washington, D.C. 20044. The ,uideline. provide detlil.d auidlnce for the 
u.e of RICO chlrge. in criminll inve.tialtion. and pro.ecution., •• well 
I. in III civil Ipplicltion. of RICO. Attorney. Ire. however •• ncourl •• d 
to .eek guidance from the Oralnized Criae .nd Ilcketeering SectioD. 
telephonically or by letter, prior to the tiae .n inve.tialtioD i. 
undert.ken Ind veIl before I final indictment .nd pro.ecutive aemor.ndam 
Ire .ubmitted for review. Communicltion vith the Organized Criae .nd 
Racketeering Section veIl in Idvlnce of indictment •• y re.ult in the 
re.olution of problem. vith I propo.ed RICO indict.ent .nd effect .D 
e.peditiou. review. 

The .ubmitting .ttorney .u.t anticiplte thlt the RICO revi •• proc •••• 
vhich i. h.ndled on • fir.t-in-fir.t-out b •• i., i •• tiae con.uaiDI 
proce •• , in Which the reviever h •• no control over the number of c •••• 
• ubmitted for reviev during. given tiae fr.ae. AccordiDal" th • 
• ubmitting Ittorney .alt .lloc.te .ufficient leed tiae to per.it reviev. 
revi.ion. conference •• and the .cheduling o~ the ,rand jur,. Unle •• there 
i. I blcklog, 15-vorkina d.y. f. Ululll, .ufficient. The reviev proc ••• 
viii not be di.pen.ed with bec.u.e •• rlnd jury. Which f. about to expire, 
hee been .cheduled to meet to return I RICO indictaent. Therefor •• 
• ubmitting Ittorney. Ire clutioned to budaet their time .nd to Iv.it 
receipt of approv.l before .chedulina the preet'!ntati-on of the fad ictaent 
to I grand jury. 

If aodificltion. iD the indictment Ire required. they au.t be .. de ., 
the .ubmitting Ittorney before the indictment i. returned by the ,rlDd 
jury. Once the modificltion. hive been made Ind the indictment hi. 'eeD 
returned, I copy of the indictment filed with the clerk of the court .hlll 
be forwarded to Organized Crime and Racketeering Section. 10. 571,- leD 
rrlnkliD Stltion, Wa.hinaton, D.C. 20044. If, however, it i. deteraiDed 
thlt the IICO count i. in'pproprilte. the .ubmitting attor~ey viii .. 
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advi.ed of the Section'. di.approval of the propo.ed indict.ent. lb. 
lu_ittin:, attorney .ay .ieh to redraft the ind ic t.ent ba.ed upon tlte 
Seetion'a review and lubait a revi.ed indiet.ent and/or prolecutl •• 
• eaorandu. at a later date. 

9-110.211 Dutie. of the Submitting Attorney 

Once a RICO indictment ha. been approved by the Organi zed Cri.e and 
Racketeering Section and ha. been returned by the Irand jury, tbe Section 
.hall be notified in writing of any .igrtificant ruling. ¥bicb bave aD 
iapmct upon the RICO .tatute. For example, any rulinS which reaultl iD a 
di.mi •• al of a RICO count, or any ruling affectiDg or aeverina aDY a.pect 
of the forfeiture provitiona under IICO. In additioD, copiea of IlCO 
.otion., jury in.truction. and brief. filed by tbe U.S. Attorney aa well 
as the defen.e .hould be forwarded to the Organized Cri .. and Racketeerina 
Section for retention in a central reference file. The lovern.ent'a 
brief. and motion •• ill provide a •• i.tance to otber U.S. Attorneya' 
office. handling .i.ilar RICO .atter •• 

Once a verdict ha. been obtained, the U.S. Attorney ahould for.ard 
the following information to the Organized Crime and Racketeering SectioD 
for retent ion: (a) the verdic t on each count of the ind ic t.ent, (b) a 
copy of the judgment of forfeiture, (c) eati.ated value of the forfeiture, 
(d) judgment and aentence(a) received by each aICO defeDdant. 

9-110.300 RICO SPECIFIC GUIDELINES 

9-100.310 Con.ideration. Prior to Seeking Indict.ent 
,.. 

Ixcept a. bereafter provided, tbe attorDey for tbe lovernment aboul. 
aeek authorization for an indictment charging a RICO violation only if iD 
hi. judgment tho.e charge.: 

A. Are necessary to en.ure that the indictment: 

1. Adequately reflect. the nature and extent of the cri.iDal 
conduct involved; and 

2. Provide. the basi. for an appropriate aentence under all tbe 
circumstance. of the ca.e; or 

I. Are neces.ary for a .ucce •• ful prosecution of the sovernaeDt'. 
ca.e asain.t the defendant or a co-defendant; or 
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C. Provide a realonable expectation of forfeiture wbicb ,_ 
proportionate to the underlying criminal conduct. 

9-110.311 Commentary 

All-encompassing examplel are difficult, if not iapol.ible, to 
formulate when disculSing RICO; however, by vay of illuI.tration onl,: 

A. When a diverlified courle of criminal conduct involving divi.ion 
of labor and functional responlibilitie. exi.t., for vhicb otber 
conspiracy .tatutes are inadequate, charging a RICO con.pirac, aa, be 
appropriate; 

B. When the cour.e of criminal conduct has aspects which aggravate 
the seriou8ness of the crime (including prior criminal activit, b, a RICO 
defendant) which realistically can be foreseen as ground. for tbe 
lentencing judge impoling s heavier sentence under RICO than for tbe 
underlying acts, a RICO count may be appropriate. 

C. When, subject to all of the guideline., an e •• ential portion of 
the evidence of the criminal conduct in a pattern of racketeering activit, 
can be Ihown to be admi •• ible onl, under RICO, and not under otber 
evidentiary theorie. (such a.: prior .imilar acts, continuing criae or 
conspiracy). a RICO count my be appropriate. 

D. When a sub.tantial pro.ecutive intere.t viiI be aerved b, 
forfeiting an individual'. intere.t in or ,ource of influence over the 
enterprise which he has acquired, maintained, operated or conducted iD 
violation of 18 U.S.C. 11962, RICO may be appropriate. 

9-110.320 Approval of Organized Crime and Racketeering Section Necessar, 

No criminal or civil prosecution or civil investigative demand .ball 
be commenced or ilsued under the RICO statute without the prior approval 
of the Organized Crime and Racketeering Section. Criminal Division. 

9-110.321 Commentary 

It i. the purpo.e of the.e guideline. to centralize the RICO review 
and polic, implementation function. in tbe .ection of the CriaiDal 
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Divilion having lupervi.ory relponlibility for thil Itatute. A IlCO 
pro.ecutive aemorandum and draft indict.ent. felony infor.ation. el.ll 
coaplaint. or civil inve.tiaative demand Ihall be forwarded to , •• 
Organised Crime and Racketeering Section, Cri.inal Divilion. 10. 571, ... 
rranklin Station, Va.hington. D.C. 20044, at lealt l5·workinl da,l prior 
to the anticipated date of the propoled filing or the .eekina of aa 
indictment from the grand jury. It iI e .. ential to the careful review 
which these factually and legally complex ca.el require that the attorney 
handlinB the ca.e in the field not wait to lubmit the cale until the Irand 
jury or the .tatute of limitation. il about to expire, a. authorisationl 
based on oral pre.entationl will not be given. 

The.e guidelinel do DOt limit the authority of the rederal Bureau of 
Investigation to co~duct inve.tigationl of IUlpected violationl of aiCO. 
The authority to conduct .uch inveltigation. il aoverned by the 'BI 
Guidelines on the Investittat',{on of General Crimea. However, tbe factora 
identified here are the lole criteria by which the Depart.ent of Jultice 
vill determine whether to approve the indict.ent, felony infor.atioa, 
civil complaint. or civil investigative demand. As in the palt, the fact 
that an investigation vas authorized, or that lub.tantial relourcel were 
committed to it. viiI not influence the Department in determining whether 
an indictment under the RICO Itatutl!: i. appropriate. Prior authorization 
ftOIl! the Criminal Divi.ion to conduct ;. Irand jury inveltigation baled 
upon po •• ible violationl of 18 U.S.C. 11962 il Dot required. 

In addition to the above con.ideration., the ule of RICO in a 
pro.ecution i. allo loverned by ~he Principle. of Federal Prolecutioa 
(July 1980). Inclu.ion of a alCO count in an indict.ent lolely or even 
primarily to create a bargaininl tool for later plea negotiationl on 
le.ser counts would not be appropriate and would violate the Principlel of 
Federal Pro.ecution. 

9-110.330 Charging RICO Countl 

A RICO count of an indictment viiI not be charged where the predicate 
aetl consilt lolely and only of Itate offen.e. except in the follovinl 
circumstancel: 

A. C.~~. vhere local law enforcement official. are unlikel, to 
investigate and pro.ecute otherwi.e meritoriou. case. in which the federal 
government has .ignificant intere.t; 

B. Ca.e. in which lignificant organized crime involvement exiltli or 
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C. Calel in Which the prolecution of ai,nificant political or 
lovernaental individuall .. y pole apecial problea. for local pro.ecutora. 

The purpo.e of thi. auideline i. to under.core tbe principle tbat 
pro.ecution of .tate crime., except in the circum.tance. aet fortb above, 
ia primarily the re.pon.ibility of the atate authoritiea. Tbeae 
,uideline. viII be conltrued in li.ht of a practical underatandin, of tbe 
realitiel of Itate law enforcement rather than a theoretical .ie. of tbe 
reach of .tate law. 

9-110.340 Charging a Violation of 18 U.S.C. 11962(c) 

Bo indictment Ihall be brought charging a violation of 18 U.S.C. 
11962(c) based upon a pattern of racketeericg activity Irowing out of a 
.ingle criminal epilode or tranlaction. 

9-110.341 Commentary 

The purpo.e of this auideline i. to prevent a pattern of racketeeriaa 
activity being charged which lack. the attributea whicb Conlre •• bed ia 
aind but which i. literally within the language of the atatute. 

9-110.350 Relation to Purpo.e of the Interpri.e 

In order to conltitute a violation of 18 U.S.C. 11962, the pattern of 
racketeering activity or collection of unlawful debt auat bave aoae 
relation to the pur pOle of the enterpriae. 

9-110.351 Commentary 

Thi. guid~line cover. the type of aituation that occurred in United 
Statel v. Rerone, 563 F.2d 836 (7tb Cir. 1971), cert. denied 435 u.s. 957 
t1978) in which mere geographic co-location betWeen the enterpriae (. 
trailer park) and the pattern of racketeerinl act ivity (Iamblina) .aa beld 
insufficient under 18 U.S.C. 11962(c). 
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9-110.360 Charging Int~rpri.e ~I a Croup Allociated fD ract 

.0 RICO count of 8ft indictaent ehall charle the eDterpriee .. a ,roap 
allociated in fact, unlell the allociatioD ia fact hal an .ecertaiDabla 
etructure Which exilte for the purpole of .. iDtainiDI operatioDe direct •• 
toward 8ft economic or other identifiable aoal. that hal 8ft ezieteDce tbat 
can be defined apart froa the eommillion of the predicate acta 
con.tituting the patternl of rAcketeering activity. 

9-110.361 Commentary 

The purpole of thil luideline is to reltrict the uee of the IlCO 
Itatute by reql1.iring that the "enterprile" hIVe a de_onltrable eziateDce 
apart from the aere confederation of the individuall coaaittiD' tbe 
underlying predicate actl. Bove~er, RICO countl aay be approved iD 
otherwise appropriate circum.tancel .... en it can be demon.trateci that tbe 
enterpri.e has the attributel required by thil ,uideliDe. 

for example, luch an ~nterprile could be an eziltiD, clab or 
unincorporated a.sociation, vith an organizational framevork aDd 
hierarchy, with individuall occupying officel or politionl of authority iD 
the hierarchy over a regular memberlhip; vho function in diverlified 
roles. The er.~erprile Dust have lome common denominator luch al aD 
~litereat. avocation, or c,'::her regular activity leparate 8ftd apa:-t fro. the 
criminal actl, but Vhi~h il directed tovard an econoaic or otber 
identifiable loal. Other iDdicia of the enterprile'l leparate exilteDce 
aay include formalized aemberlhip, recruit.ent and iDductioD aDd/or 
aemberlhip inlilnia. 

Stated another vay, independent of the proof of the requilite pattern 
of racketeering. the evidence au~t be forthcominl to demonltrate tbe 
etructure and exiltence of the enterprile. See United Statel v. TUrkette. 
452 U.S. 576 (1981). United Statel v. Errieo, 6JS r.2d 152 (2d Cir. 
1980) • 

9-110.400 mco PROSECUTIVE (PROS) MEMO PORMAT 

~-110.401 r~eface 

A veil vritten, carefully organi~ed prol memo il tbe Ireateet 
luarantee that a RICO prolecution vill be authorized quickly aDd 
efficiently. Thil section eetl out the criteria by which a RICO prol .e.o 
h evaluated by the Or,aalzed Crime and Racketeering .SectioD. Cloe. 
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attention by attorney. to the comment. below will en.ure that dela,. and 
declination. are kept to a ainieum. 

9-110.402 Purpo.e 

The purpose of IJtandardizing the format for IICO pro.ecuti .. e 
aemoranda is threefold: 

A. To en.ure compliance with the policy of the IICO luideline.; 

B. To ensure legally .ufficient indict.ent. and theorie. of 
pro.ecution; and, 

C. To provide a ~nageable aean. of conveying cufficient Inforaction 
for the timely review of RICO indict.ent •. 

9-110.403 General Requirement. 

A RICO pros memo .hall be an accurate, candid and thorough analy.ia 
of the .trengths and weaknesse. of the propo.ed pro.ecution. In the 
intere.t. of uniformity, a RICO pro. memo .hould be divided into tbe 
following categorie.: 

A. Identification of the Defendant 

I. A Statement of Propo.ed Charge. 

C. A Summary of the Ca.e 

D, A Statement of the Lav 

E. A Statement of the 'act. 

F. Anticipated Defense.!Special Problem. or Conoiderationa 

G. Forfeiture Section 

R. RICO Policy Section 

I. Conclusion 

~. Pinal Draft of Proposed Indictment 
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9-110.404 Specific lequire.ent. 

Thi •• ection .hould identif, each propo.ed defendant b, Daae ... 
• li •• e., date and place of birth (if known), cri.inal arre.t. aD' 
conviction., current eaployment and .. jor bu.ine •• or labor intere.t. (If 
any), and connection to or .ember.hip in an or.aniaed cri.e fa.ily. 
corrupt union or other cri.inal or.aniaation. If relevant. tbe 
defendant Ii hulth, agi! and potential for fliaht to avoid pro.ecutlon 
.hould be noted a. factor. in deter.ining whether be/.he .ill actually 
.tand trial or receive iDcarceration. The .eao .hould al.o iDdicate 
whether a defendant'. current iDcarceration i. likely to di.ini.b tbe 
aerit of the propo.ed charae •• 

Since the pro •• emo will Dot receive final approval until tbe 
propo.ed indictment it reviewed, it h required that the aeao provide a 
.chematic of the propo.ed charge., .uch a.: 

Defendant 

Smith 

Jone. 

Robb. Act 
Taft-Bartley 
II CO 

Taft-Bartley 
To !v .. ion 
IlCO 

9-110.406 Summary of the Ca.e 

Indictaent 

Count. 3, 4. 5 
Countl 6-10 
Countl I aDd 2 

Colin tI 6-10 
Count 11 
Countl 1 aDd 2 

Thi •• ection .ummariae. the .ignificant highliaht. of the evidence iD 
the ca.e and the pro.ecutive theory upon which it i. ba.ed. The .ummary 
.hould .ar.hall the evi4ence in a .anner likely to provide a clear 
under.tanding of the nature and .trength of the evidence. While tbe 
Summary .ection cover. the .a.e ground a. the Statement of Fact •• tbe 
latter .ection require. greater detail and vitne •• attribution. 
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lecau.e the Summary i. a narrative outline of the ract. aection, 
which in turn i. to be ba.ed .trictly on adai •• ible evidence, aeither 
aection ahould contain informant information, leneral intellilence data or 
intereatinl but inadmi •• ible hearaay. It ia not the function of the 
Summary, once the ca.e reaches the pro. aemo atale, to e.tabli.h the 
.ignificance of the pro.ecution beyond that augge.ted by the evidence 
it..elf. The .trength of the ca,e become. blurred, not enhanced u b, 
re.orting to irrelevant reference. (from an evidentiary atandpoint) to 
~rg8nized crime'. involvement or aimilar allegation.. The Summar, i. 
e.sentially equivalent to the iovernment' •• ummation; the ract. aection ia 
comparable to a trial brief; neither .hould .tray into area. whicb the 
court at trial would not likely permit. 

9-110.407 Statement of the Law 

Thi •• ection .hould .tate the le~al element. of proof for eacb of tbe 
crimes alleged, to include the relevant ca.e law (particularly from tbe 
appropriate circuit) governing tho.e element.. Iven tbough tbe reviewer 
has undoubtedly .een these element. and ca.e. aany time. before, the Law 
.ection .erves the important role of e.tabli.hing that the writer i. 
knowledgeable of hi./her burden and has prepared the memo accordingly. 
Except in unusual cases the Statement of Law .hould precede the Statement 
':'~ Fs')t'!; this .equence provide. the reviewer with the legal .tandara. 
again.t which the evidence i. to be evaluated. 

The Statement of Law .ection relate. only to the element. of proof 
and relevant ca.e law in that area. Legal problems and aolution. which 
relate to other areas, .uch as the Federal Rule. of Ividence, anticipated 
attacks a~ainst wiretap', photo .pread., or joinder of offen.e., to name 
but a few, .hould be di.cu •• ed in the Anticipated/Def~n.e./Special 
Problem •• ection. 

The Statement of Law must provide the following information: 

A. The precise formulation of the RICO enterpri.e. 

I. The relevant case law of the circuit which support. this 
formulation of the enterpri.e. 

C. Any ca.e law, regardle •• of the circuit it originated in, which 
would preclude this prosecution. 

D. Row the enterpri.e.'. affair. were conducted through the pattern 
of racketeerinl activit,. 
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I. Row the enterprile val engaged in or itl activitie. affected 
inter.tate commerce. 

P. If applicable, the elementl and theory of any con.pirac, to 
violate 18 U.S.C. 11962 . 

9-110.408 Statement of Pactl--Proof of the Offenle 

As the title luggeltl, thil .ection .hould Itate facti. not oplnl0nl, 
hear.ay, information or colorful a.idel. The facti .u.t be recited 
concilely, accurately, and logically--if for no other realon than that the 
time within Which a pros ~mo il approved i. in inverae proportion to tbe 
accuracy and quality of the 'actl lection. Obvioully not ever, fact 
unearthed during the inveltigation .hould be included and a pro • .e.o 
which contains needlell or peripheral detail haa no bette'r chance for 
prompt approval than one that contain. too little. Accordingl,. prol 
memos which merely incorporate by reference inveltigative report. or crand 
jury material, or which boilerplate e7tenlive portionl of inveltigative 
reports within the Statement of 'actl section, are not .ufficient. 

The recommended format for the 'Ictl .ection il to .et out tbe 
relevant gist of elch key witnell' anticiplted telti.ony, individuall, 8Dd 
in chronological .equence. lOt all calel are be.t articulated in tbi • 
• anner but there .hould be lood rellon to deplrt from the leneral for.at. 
Al t'hough it il Ulullly .ore convenient to wri te up the cue in a linale 
narrative Which combinel the te.timony of .everal witne.lel, do DOt do eo. 
For many of the realonl .et out below, and baled on palt experience, .ucb 
narratives are to be dilcouraged. The Summary .ection, if done well, will 
be .ufficient to put elch witnell' telti.ony in correct conteat. Where 
there are Iroup. of vitne •• e. Who will .. rei, authenticate document. or 
vho will testify to e.lentiall, the .ame recurring event., their teltiaon, 
need not be individu.lly .ummarieed. 

lefore the subltance of I particular witnell' telti.on, i •• et out, 
the writer mu.t Indicate Whether the vitnel' hal been i.munieed or 
promised any considerltionl Ind, if '0, the detlill thereof. The vitne •• ' 
past criminal record .hould be Itated. And, i.portantl" the writer 
.hould note whether the witnel. has .lready testified in the grind jur,; 
if not, .n explanat ion .hould be lupplied togeth~r vi th the bl.h for 
believing that the telti.ony will be available at tri.l. 

The prospective telti.ony Ihould be .pecific on ,II .ajor point., 
providing, where pollible, the names, dltel and placel of key event. and 
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conver.ation. to the extent the vitne •• hal end can do '0. Por .... '1 •• 
where two lovernaent witne •• e. have .ttended • con.piratori.l .eeti., w(tb 
tvo-propo.ed defendant., the de.eription of •• eh witne •• ' te.ti.oD, .f 
that aeetin, .hould cover the area. of when, where and who .aid wh.t. .., 
aeetinl' or conver.ation. au.t DOt be .ua.ariaed to the point Wher. it ,. 
unclear to the reader What .... aid and b, whoa. A phr •• e .uch .. "It ... 
then .ulse.ted and alreed b, the defendant. tbat tbe, would ,a, tb. 
kickb.ck to 'A'" i. unacceptable; beeau.e, upon clo.e anal,.i., It I. 
uncertain whether each defendant .peeifieall, .nd verb.ll, "alreed" to 
.o.ethinl or whether "aarenent" Wll •• iaply inferred b, tbe vitDe... ADd 
the pa ••• ge al.o ,uage.t. th.t tbe defend.nt. aareed .peeificall, to a 
"kickb.ck." which would be • ailnifie.nt iDeulp.tory adllialioD, Wh.n ta 
f.ct the te.timony .. , onl, .llele th.t tbe, .. reed to a .. ke • "p.,.eDt" 
which arlu.bl, eon.tituted • kickb.ek. Avoid .ucb cb.r.cteria.tioa. 
and/or lener.lization. of tbi. t,pe. If tbe evidence re.ult. fro. a 
wiret.pped or recorded conver •• tion. the key reaarka of • defend.nt .bould 
be quoted verb.ti.. If tbe evidence wal Dot recorded, tbe correct 
procedure i. to .et forth, .1 preci.el, .. recalled b, tbe witne •• , What 
w •••• id. For ex •• ple, "A" will te.tif, tbat "I" .bowed a lo.n 
.pplication to the Iroup and coaplained tbat "C," a union tru.tee, ... 
b.lking .t procellinl the loan. "D" relponded, "Let'. pay 'C,' two point • 
• 1 a fee." "B" .. id "Good idea, It 11 tell hi •• " Al thouah tbh recitation 
doe.n't explicitly indic.te that the "fee" wal intended to be • kickback, 
it ia obviou. from the context that it wa., elpec i.ll, aince "C," a. a 
fiduciary of the fund, could DOt 1elall, receive. fee for proce •• in, tbe 
loan .pplic.tion. In the Anticipated Defenle •• ection tbe WTiter would. 
of cour.e. anticipate tbe cl.ia that tbe defendant. intended on11 to ,., a 
lelal fee. The writer would tben refute tbe cl.i. botb on ft. f.ctual 
lncredulit, .nd b, citin, the ca.e l.w .nd union con.titutfoD (If 
.pplicable) which prohibit .ucb • conflict of intere.t. 

A frequent defect fn • pro. aeao, for whicb tbe above bypothetical 
allo .erYel •• an ex ... ple, fa for tbe writer to ,10" over, or f.il to 
recoanize, lncon.i.tencie. or weakne •• e. iD tbe c.le. If two or .or. 
,overnment witne •• e. participated in .n event or conver •• tion Whicb i. 
critical to tbe ca.e, the extent to Which the witne •• e. are con.i.teDt or 
contradictory on .ny key point il .1.0 critical. Ibe prol aeao .hould 
.uppl" fn the example above, "I'." account of the .ame .eetina witb "A," 
"B" and "D." A general .t.teaent, often a.de in pro. aellO!t, th.t "I" 
corroboratea "A'." teitillOny that the meetiDa with "I" and "D"occured la 
unacceptable. The critic.l que.tion. are: Doe. "I" attribute the .a.e 
re'pon.e. to "17" If DOt, wre "A" and "I" a.ked to cover the .... e ,round 
fn tbe ,rand jury and, if not, vhy Dot! It i. not ulu.1 for ODe 
,overnment witne •• to corroborate anotber ,overn.ent vitne •• on .0 .. 
point. While beina in di.pute on other.. The writer au.t reco.niae aDd 
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di.cu •• tho.e point. ~icb are critical aDd indicate tbe eatent of c~. 
proble.. Rot all difference. in recollection warrant di.cu •• ion la t .. 
pro. ae80 but .aterial difference. do. A pro. aeao ahould al.o alert t •• 
reviewer if a lovern.ent witne •• ba. contradicted bi •• elf la .aat 
.tateaent. on .. jor point •• 

the Statement of Pact. ahould aot contain conject~re or oplnloa, 
eacept al allowed by the lule. of Evidence (e.I., atate of aiad). 
Prequently pro. aeao. include a •• u.ption. or conclu.ion. drawn b, a 
witnel' ba.ed on eatrin.ic event.. Por the ao.t part, objectioaa to 
te.timony alona the.e line. will be .u.tained a. hear.ay. The writer .uat 
allo avoid a.lertinl hi./her ova lubjective opinion. a. if they are fact. 
Por ex.ple, "laDediately .fter hh aeetina with "I" and "A," accordi.., to 
airline record. and cancelled check., defendant "D" flew to ChicalO and 
dilculled the kickback with "C," the union tru.tee." In fact, tbe airti .. 
record. and checkl .ay only e.ubli.h that "D" flew to Chica,o, fro. 1Ibich 
the inference il drawn that a aeetin, occurred. 

9-110.409 Anticipated Defen.e./Special .robleal of Conliderationl 

The Defen.e .ection Ihould cover the factual and evidentiar, 
we.kne •• e~ in the ca.e and the likely leaa1 defen.e. or theorie.. It 
would be impo •• ible here to li.t all of the recurrinl defen.e. encountered 
in RICO pro.ecution.. In any event, each ca.e i. unique. It il tbe 
writer'. job to recolni.e, ba.ed upon a thorouah review of the Irand Jur, 
tranlcriptl, inve.tilative report., court paper., etc., Which potential 
defen.el aerit di.cu,lion. Por illultrative purpole., the writer Ibould 
alvaYI conlider the fOllovina: 

A. If a .earch warrant va. involved, i. there a probable CiUle 
i.lue? Va. there proper inventory .erv~dt Ba. the writer per.onal1, 
reviewed the warrant aad .affidavlt and be.n .ati.fied that the .. arcb will 
pall au.ter at a .uppre •• lon hearinat If the .. arch il que.tionabla, ~. 
viII the lOll of It. fruit. affect the ca.e, how difficult i. the talat 
proble.t 

I. If a wiretap val iovolved, va. there proper .iniaization; proapt 
.ervice of inventor;; adequate voice identification, accurat. 
tran.cription. aade, are key conver.ation. audible; vere the ori,laal 
tape. properly ee~led and Itored; vere 18 V.S.C. 12517(5) order. obtained 
for u.e of recorded conver.atioot in unrelated pro.ection., .t~.' 

c. If a defendant'l prior .vorn te.ti.ony, confe •• ion, or 
Inculpatory admi'lion. are relevant, What will be hi. defen.e: failura CO 
varn; failure to coapl, with Departmental relulation., earlier proai •• of 
immunlt, or DOQ-prolecutioa' 
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D. Doel the cale involve an unulual application of a federal 
Itatute. luch al the applicability of the Travel Act to a particular 
Itate'l commercial bribery Itatute? If 10, what il the prevailiDI ca •• 
lav in the circuit? Rov unique il the enterprile that il alleled; .. at I. 
the prolecutive theory of each defendant'l participation in a pattern or 
racketeering actl; il the theory of participation againlt one defendant 
different than as tgainlt another? 

E. If the indictment containl a RICO conlPiracy charle, bow doel the 
proof aliunde Itack up a.ainlt each defendant? What ia tbe teat aDd 
procedural technique in the diatrict of prolecution for proyinl ~ 
conspiracy? Rov lerious viii be the apill-over prejudice if tbe court 
Itrikes the evidence tgainlt a particular defendant? 

F. Are there problems involving: 

1. Statute of limitations and pre-indictment delay; 

2. Prosecutori.l vindictivenell; 

3. Tax discloaurea; 

4. Pre-indictment publicity; red. L Cria. P. 6(e) violationl; 

S. Chain of cUltody and authenticity queltiona for key 
prolecution documen~a; 

6. Alibil; entrapment; Bruton. 

In addition to the aelected catelory above and/or whatever unique 
problems exi.t in the cale, the writer ahould make every effort to cODvey 
the leriousness of a potential problem inlt~ad of Ikirtinl it. If. key 
lovernment witne .. , upon ..tiom part or all of the prolecution reatl, bill 
been convicted of perjury or fraud or haa teltified iD a leriel of 
acquittall, it would not be enough to note tbat bi, credibility will be 
aeverely tested, ~ich atatel the obvioul. In luch a case, the prol aeao 
ahould indicate Vby the vitnell' testimony, de.pite theae handicapI, will 
be credible. 

Obviously, it il not neces.ary to address every conceivable defenle 
nor il it required that the writer negate a defenle that would be 
inapplicable limply to Ihow that an effort wal .ade to anticipate 
defenlel. On the other hand, it oulht to be a rare cale ..tiere a defendaat 
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raile' a .ub.t.ntial iuue at trial which wa. aot dilcu •• ed ia tbe proa 
a .. o .ut tbe ezi.tence of which va. or Ihould bave .een anticipated. 

Ipecial proble •• Ihould al.o .e anticipated. IKa.plel iacl.'. 
recordiaR' of poor audibility, tbe eKerci.e of a privileae (.arital GC 
con.~itutional)f the aeed to depo.e aravely ill witne •• el, aad tb. 
availability of protected vitne •• e. in aultidi.trict pro.ecutioa •• 

9-110.410 Forfeiture 

The purpo.e of thi •• ection i. to .et 
when the indictment charge. that intere.t. 
to forfeiture pur.uant to 18 u.s.c. 11963. 
the following i.luel: 

forth the proof by defeadaat 
of that defendant are aubj.ct 

Thi •• ection .u.t deal witb 

A. The identity of the intere.te.) lought. 

I. The proof that tho.e intere.t. are eKclu.ively owned .y tbe 
defendant. 

c. 'I1\e theory upon which forfeiture ia pred ic.ted (i.e., iatere.t 
acquired/maintained or intere.t affording •• ource of iafluence over tbe 
enterpri.e) ; 

D. The identity of any third partie. Who b.ve a clai. to tbe 
property .ought to be forfeited (e.I., victi •• of extortion, lien bolder., 
bona fide purchueu for v.lue) or thi I'd p.rt ie. Who.e property dabtl 
will be .ub.tanti.lly .ffected by a fOrfeiture of the defendaat'l iater.lt 
(e.I., .inority .tockholderl fa • clo.ely beld corpor.tioa, p.rtaer., 
individu.ll vith .n undivided intere.t ia the property). 

I. Bow tbe .ubmittial attorney plaal to prelerve tbe iatereltl of 
the United St.te. and innocent third partie. ia the property durina tbe 
interv.l between the entry of the judgment of forfeiture and-the time Vben 
the government a.y .eice and di.po.e of the property. 

P. Wh.t the ultim.te di.po.ition of the property Ihould be (e.I., il 
it commerci.lly fel.ible to .ell it, .hould it be returned to third 
p.rtie., Ihould it be de.troyed, etc.). 

G. Ig the forfeiture .ought disproportionate to the crimin.l conduct 
chuged! 
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As the foregoing queltionl illultrate, there are aany troubleloae 
illuel lurrounding RICO forfeiturel Which viII lurface after the property 
hal been forfeited. It il the lubmitting attorney'l relponlibility to 
anticipate thele ~robleml and develop a forfeiture plan before tbe 
indictment ia returned. 

9-110.411 RICO Policy Sect ion 

In thia lection of the pros memo the lubmitting .ttorney ault explaiD 
how the facta in this case relate to the RICO Guideline.. The lubmittiDg 
attorney must do aore than reltate the luidelines in a conclulory falhion; 
he/lhe must explain "why" RICO il appropriate. In additioD, tbe JlICO 
Guidelines must be read al a whole. In other worda, to be approved, a 
proposed RICO must not only evidence thOle principles which jUltify IICO'I 
use. but also must not be contrary to thOle principles which ¥eilh agaiDlt 
itl uae. For example, where a propoled RICO prolecutioD would be 
prohibited under one luideline. prolecution will not necellarily be 
authorized limply because it does fit within one of the other auideliDel. 

9-110.412 Conclusion 

This lection is self-explanatory. It can allo be uled to indicate 
.i.cell.neous items luch as .nticipated length of trial, the date by which 
the indictment must be returned, and other mattera. 

9-110.413 Proposed Indictment--Final Draft 

A pro. memo will ~t receive final action unle .. the final draft of 
the proposed indictment il limultaneou.ly lubmitted for review. It loel 
without laying that indictments ~at be proofread carefully. While the 
lection'l review will pick up the more obvious errors in pleading, other 
errora involving allegations of fact, time, or place will only be caught 
by the trial attorney'l perlonal familiarity with the evidence. All 
Itatutory citations, particularly of .tate Itatutes, should be double
checked for typographic errorl. Review by the Organized Crime aDd 
Racketeering Section of all proposed RICO easel is not a aubltitute for 
the necessary first line review at the field level before the cale il 
lubmitted to the Criminal Divilion. 

One of the principal reasons RICO reviews take longer thaD 
anticipated il that the cale either haa not been reviewed at tbe 
oriainatiDa office by a lupervilor. or the draft indictment il incomplete 
and/or unaccompanied by a prol .emo. Another recurring problem i. tbe 
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.ubmillion by the .ubmitting attorney of a "final" draft indict.ent to 
Strike Force 18, Which the author continue. to .odify without infor.in, 
the reviewer, or .imultaneou.ly .ubmit. for review within the orlinatia, 
office. In any event, the indictment being reviewed turn. out aot to .. 
the .ame indictment ultimately .ubmitted for approval. Therefore fa order 
to avoid wasted effort, the .ubmitting attorney .ust not forward a •• 
final draft indictment one Which he/she has not in fact finalized or which 
has not been approved by the originating office. 

Further, it is the responsibility of the .ubmitting attorney after 
the indictment has been returned to forward a copy bearing the .eal of the 
clerk of court, to the Organized Crime and Racketeering Section. 

9.110.500 FORMS 

9-110.600 SYNDICATED GAMBLING 

Sections 801-811 of the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970, which 
amend Title 18, United States Code, by adding Sections 1511 and 1955, are 
designed to combat "illegal gambling busine88" or syndicated gambling. 18 
U.S.C. 11511 is directed at the political and police corruption which 
makes widespread illegal gambling possible, while 18 U.S.C. 11955 is 
directed at the illegal gambling itself. 

9-110.601 Basis for Federal Jurisdiction 

Congress enacted this legislation pursuant to its power ro ~egulate 
interstate commerce. In.o doing, Congress made the finding that illegal 
gambling does involve.widespread use of and doe. have an effect upon 
interstate commerce. Bence, the federal government ha. jurisdiction to 
initiate inve8tigations and prosecutions of person~ conducting large scale 
illegal gambling businesses without showing that the pT.oscribed activity 
has affected interstate commerce. Perez v. United States, 402 U.s. 146 
(1971); United States v. Harri., 460 F.2d 1041, 1048 (5th Cir.), cert. 
denied, 409 V.S. 877 (1972); Schneider v. United-States, 459 F.2d 54o-rath 
Cir.), rehearing denied, 478 F.2d 1403, cert. denied, 409 U.S. 877 (1972). 

9-110.602 Scope of Federal Jurisdiction 

Congress did not intend to occupy the field of illegal gamblia, 
exclu.ively nor to relieve local law enforcement bodies of their 
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